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The Northern Territory Government welcomes the opportunity to make a further
submission in relation to the Australian Law Reform Commission's (ALRC) Inquiry in
to the Native Title Act 1993 (NTA) announced by the former Attorney-General forthe
Commonwealth the Hon Mark Dreyfus QC MP on 3 August 2013.

This submission is made on behalf of the Northern Territory Government to the
ALRC's second consultation document in its Review of the Native Title Act 1993 and

to the specific proposals put forward in the ALRC's Discussion Paper published in
October 2014.

The submission addresses the ALRC proposals with respect to section 223 of the
Native Title Act 1993 (NTA) and set out at Chapters 5, 7 and 8, and the proposals
contained in Chapter 10 of the Discussion Paper regarding the authorisation
provisions of the NTA.

The Northern Territory Government's previous submission to the ALRC's Issues
Paper in relation to its Review of the Native Title Act 7993 is attached as
"Attachment A. " The Northern Territory Government relies on and refers to its earlier
submission.

Overview of ALRC Reform Proposals'
In addition to the Preamble and Objects of the NTA, the ALRC's Review of the
Native Title Act 1993 developed five guiding principles for reform:

. acknowledging the importance of the recognition of native title

. acknowledging interests in the native title system

. encouraging timely and just resolution of determinations

. consistency with International law; and

. supporting sustainable futures. '
The Discussion Paper provides that the ALRC's proposals '?'etain the basis of native
title lawadoptedin the Native Title Actfrom Mabo v Queensland (N0 2)." The paper
then provides that attention, however, is directed to clarifying and refining what is
described in the Discussion Paper as 'the highly complex law around connection
requirements centred on section 223 of the Act to ensure that claim resolution is not
impeded. " The Discussion Paper notes that the reform proposals take into account
the development of native title law since the enactment of the NTA and the degree of
legal certainty achieved as a result of major litigation. The Paper also notes the
Northern Territory's previous submission that some caution to reform of the NTA is
advised in terms of potential disruption to the stability of the native title system. In
that context, the Discussion Paper provides that the ALRC does not propose that
there should be comprehensive redefinition of native title under the NTA as this may
exacerbate the uncertainties experienced by all participants in the native title system.
Rather, the rationale for reform, it is put, is intended to '7. efocus on the core elements
of native title law to facilitate an effective determination process. "'
Chapter 4 of the Discussion Paper sets outthe legal requirements to establish native
title rights and interests. It outlines the definition of native title in section 223 of the
NTA, judicial statements on its interpretation and proof of native title.
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Discussion Paper, pp21-30.
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Chapter 5 considers the definition of native title in section 223 of the NTA, focusing
on the judicial approach taken to the meaning of acknowledgment and observance of
traditional laws and customs. The ALRC makes proposals for reform of this aspect of
the definition. The ALRC proposes that there be explicit acknowledgment in the NTA
that traditional laws and customs under which native title rights and interests are
possessed may adapt, evolve or otherwise develop. It also proposes that the
definition of native title in section 223 of the NTA clarify that rights and interests may
be possessed under traditional laws and customs where they have been transmitted
between groups in accordance with traditional laws and customs. Additionally, the
ALRC makes proposals addressing the degree of continuity of acknowledgment and
observance of traditional laws and customs that is required to establish native title.

Chapter 6 considers whether there should be confirmation that 'connection with the
land or waters'in section 223(I)(b) of the NTA does not require physical occupation
or continued or recent use. The ALRC has concluded that amendments to the NTA

on this issue are riot necessary.

Proposals in Chapter 7 are alternative proposals to those put forward in Chapter 5
regarding changes to the definition in section 223(I) of the NTA. The changes relate
to the terms 'traditional' and 'connection'.

Chapter 8 considers whether there should be clarification that native title rights and
interests can include rights and interests of a commercial nature. The ALRC also
seeks views on whether the indicative listing in the proposed amendments to section
223 should include the protection or exercise of cultural knowledge.

Chapter 9 considers various procedural aspects of the native title process, including:
evidence in native title proceedings and consent determinations, the development of
policies relating to the involvement of the Commonwealth in consent determinations,
the development of principles guiding assessment of connection reports and the
potential for a training and accreditation scheme for native title practitioners'

Chapter 10 considers whether any barriers to access to justice are imposed by the
authorisation provisions in the NTA for claimants, potential claimants and
respondents. The ALRC proposes changes to the authorisation provisions of the
NTA to allow a claim group to choose its decision-making process, clarify that the
claim group can define the scope of the authority of the applicant; simplify the
procedure where a member of the applicant is unable or unwilling to act; and clarify
that the applicant may act by majority unless the terms of the authorisation provide
otherwise. Finally, this chapter considers how the identification of claim group
members, and disputes about claim group composition, affect access to justice for
claimants, potential claimants and respondents.

Chapter 11 considers the party and joinder provisions in section 84 of the NTA.
These provisions specify who is a party to native title proceedings, who may join
native title proceedings, in what circumstances they may join, and when they may be
dismissed. In this chapter, the ALRC asks several questions and proposes several
reforms designed to reduce burdens that may limit access to justice, while also
ensuring that a wide range of interests are adequately represented in native title
proceedings. The ALRC also makes proposals about allowing appeals from joinder



and dismissal decisions, and about the Commonwealth's participation in
proceedings.

Overview of Northern Territory Government Submission

The ALRC proposes several amendments to section 223 of the NTA including
amendments to the key concepts of "native title" and "native title rights and interests"
set out in the section.

Specifically, the ALRC proposes that the term "traditional"in section 223 of the NTA
be deleted and the requirement that native title holders have a "connection" with land
or waters be amended. These proposals are set out at Chapters 5, 7 and 8 of the
Discussion Paper and are reproduced in this submission at "Attachments B, C and
D. The proposals contained at Chapter 10 of the Discussion Paper include
proposals to amend the authorisation provisions of the NTA as defined at section
251B in the context of applications to replace the named applicant in a proceeding
pursuant to section 66B of the NTA.

The ALRC's reform proposals with respect to section 223 of the NTA are premised
on the following assertions:'
(a) the interpretation of section 223 of the NTA has become "difficult an

pluralistic;"
(b) the wording in section 223 of the NTA contains straightforward core elements

regarding the concept of native title, yet the courts have progressiveIy
articulated an expanded set of requirements for determining native title
beyond the core elements;

(c) concepts introduced into the framework of the NTA have produced extensive
requirements for factual proof of native title under the NTA. For example,
"continuity" now effectiveIy functions as an integrated but additional
"connection requirement. "

The reform proposals put forward in the ALRC Discussion Paper proceed on a
number of premises, including, principalIy, that 'the interpretation of sectibn 223 of
the NTA has become 'difficult and plural1stIb' as the court have grappled with the
difficulties of reconciling the Aboriginal and Torres Strait/slander laws and customs
with the Australian legal system - as the necessary task fordetermining native title. "
As previously submitted, there is, since the enactment of the NTA, a substantial body
of law which informs and gives meaning to section 223 of the NTA to the effectthat
the legal principles enunciated in the major judicial considerations of section 223
have served to better clarify for all participants in the native title system what the
expressions "native title" and "native title rights and interests" mean in the context of
the resolution of claims. To that extent, the Northern Territory submits that existing
connection requirements have not led to legal uncertainty or delays in the resolution
of claims.

The Northern Territory Government submits that the proposals relating to section
223 of the NTA, if adopted, will have a significant impact on native title law as it is
presently understood and interpreted and on the processes adopted by the Northern

Discussion Paper pp37-38
' Discussion Paper paragraph [2.41]. The footnote reference here is to Yorto Yort@ Aboriginal Community v
Victoria (2002) 214 CLR 422, however it is not apparentthatthe statement may be attributed to the High Court
in this case.



Territory Government to expedite the resolution of claims. While there is some
scope for improvement in the native title system, the Northern Territory Government
is concerned that the proposals contained in the Discussion Paper, if adopted, will
unsettle and complicate the Northern Territory's current approach to resolving native
title claims.

The Discussion Paper provides that the proposals around changes to the definition
of "connection" are designed to '^xpedite the clams process by a refoous on core
elements of the definition of native title in the framing and assessment of
connection. " However, as previously submitted, the requirement for native title
claimants to evidence that their native title rights and interests are possessed under
traditional laws acknowledged and customs observed and that those laws and
customs have continued "substantially uninterrupted" has been uricontroversialin the
Northern Territory. The Northern Territory Government has a strong record in
achieving consent determinations of native title. We also note that these statistics
are generally representative of the experience in other States and Territories.

The Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Social Justice Commissioner's Annual
Social Justice and Native Title Report20i4 noted the following:

'The Federal Courthas identified the following trends in native title in the lastfiVe
years:

. A decline in the number of newapplications filed each financial yearfrom a
peakof322 in 7995-96 to 40 newola^ms in 2013-74.

. A significantreduction in the median time for resolution of applications
determined in 2073-14 compared to previousyears, from an average of 72
years and 77 months in June 2073 to an average of two years andsix months
as at 30June 2074.

. A marked increase in the number of applications resolved by consentfrom
2070-77 onwards, from nine in 2008-09, to 70 in 20/047, 28 in 2012-13 and
60 consentdeterminatibns in 2013-14.

. A decrease in the number of claims in mediation andan increase in the

number of claims in active case management. Of the 476 claimant
app/Ibations active as at 30June 2071, 189 were referred to med^^tion and
777were in case management before the Court. Of the 32501aimant
applications active as at 30June 2074, 28 were referred to mediation and274
claims are in active case management before the Court. "

Similarly, the Federal Court of Australia's Annual Report 2013-2014 makes the
following observations:

'Significant/ssus and Developments - Native Title Consent Determinations

The des^7n of this annual report is intended to acknowledge, in a graphic way, the
continuing acceleration of native title consent determinations during the reporting
year. The Court commenced the acceleratibn of consent determinations following
the creation of the priority list of claims in 2070. The rate of acceleration was further
increased and has been sustained since the transfer of responsibility for mediation
from the National Native Title Tribunal(NNTT) to the Court in 2072. In the years
preceding the transfer of responsibiffty the average number of annual consent

' Australian Human Rights Commission, Social Justice and Native Title Report 2014 at 63.
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determinations was nine. Since taking on the responsibility, the Court has achieved
an average annual consent determination offorty. three. During the reporting year
sixty consent determinations were reached and it is expected that severitynine
additional consent determinations will be made in the nexttin/o years, "
The ALRC's proposals, if adopted, will mark a fundamental shift in the operation and
interpretation of the NTA. Whilstthe ALRC acknowledges that not all Aboriginal or
Torres Strait Islander peoples will be able to establish that they hold native title rights
and interests under the NTA, ' the Northern Territory is concerned at proposals that
are likely to enable a much wider class of Aboriginal persons who, under the NTA,
cannot properly establish native title rights and interests, to do so in the future.
Under the proposals, native title rights and interests will no longer be claimable only
by those groups which traditionally held rights and interests in respect of a claim
area pursuant to theirlaws and customs acknowledged and observed at sovereignty.
Rather, contemporary groupings of indigenous people will be able to assert rights on
the basis of laws and customs which did riot (necessarily) exist at sovereignty or,
alternatively, existed in a substantially differentform at sovereignty.

If the proposals are adopted, it is most likely that there will be a significant increase
in the number of claims being made under the NTA, in particular, overlapping claims
which are likely to give rise to intra-indigenous disputes as to who are the right
people for country. This will inevitably lead to uncertainty and delays to the
resolution of claims for stakeholders in the native title system. Further, there is the
likelihood that many new cases would be litigated to test new definitions of key
concepts such as "native title" and "native title holders" and the possibility that
claimants who have been previously unsuccessful in seeking a determination
recognising native title rights and interests may seek to re-agitate their claims.

The Northern Territory submits that the Discussion Paper (reflecting the results of
nationwide submissions made to the Issues Paper) does not demonstrate that there
is a need forthe amendments proposed. As noted above, since the enactment of
the NTA, arithropological evidence and Court determinations have worked to inform
and give meaning to the definition of native title in section 223. Paragraph 5.26 of
the Discussion Paper states that "a number of stakeholders were critical of the
present interpretation of the meaning of 'traditional'laws and customs, or supported
better recognition of evolution and adaptation to laws and customs. " For example,
reference is made to the Goldfields Land and Sea Council(GLSC) submission which
argued that focusing on tradition has the propensity "to ingrain and incentivise a
cultural conservatism in Indigenous communities, effectiveIy discouraging (even
punishing) processes of cultural change and renewal that might otherwise occur. "'
Further, the Discussion Paper notes several submissions noted the difficulties that
the requirements of section 223 impose. " However, as previously submitted, the
evolution of traditional laws and customs has not, in the Northern Territory's
experience, presented as a difficulty associated with the current claim process and
there appears insufficient evidence in the Discussion Paper to indicate that the
requirements of section 223 have proved a barrier to claimants seeking a
determination of their native title rights and interests.

' Federal Court of Australia Annual Report 2013-2014 at 12.
' Discussion Paper paragraph t5121
'' Footnote 51 at pace 39 of the Discussion Paper refers subrntssions made by the Kiinberley Land Council,
Queensland Native Title Services and the Cape York Land Council.
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It is submitted that if the proposed amendments are adopted, they will have the
effect of fundamentally shifting the legal basis for the recognition of native title as
presently understood. For example, proposal 5.3 recommends that native title rights
and interests may be recognised notwithstanding that the claimant group has not
continuously acknowledged and observed laws and customs which have their origin
in the traditional laws acknowledged and customs observed at sovereignty.
Similarly, proposal 5.4 recommends that the NTA should be amended "to make clear
that it is not necessary to establish that acknowledgement and observance of laws
and customs has continued substantially uninterrupted since sovereignty and laws
and customs have been acknowledged by each generation since sovereignty. " This
proposal implies that the traditional laws acknowledged and customs observed which
have their origin in those laws and customs observed and acknowledge at
sovereignty are no longer possessed by the native title claimant group. Ifthatis so,
the proposal has the practical effect that a native title claimant group does not need
to demonstrate a continuous acknowledgement of the traditional laws and customs
from which their native title rights and interests derive.

The proposal that native title claimants do not need to evidence that their rights and
interests have their origin in a traditional society is likely to result in many new claims
being made by persons who are "recentimmigrants"to country;that is, persons who
are not native title holders and who assert rights on the basis of, amongst other
things, historical association. Claims of this nature have, in the Northern Territory's
experience, led to an increase in overlapping (unregistered) claims and intra-
indigenous disputes. In the Northern Territory context, claims of this nature have

been made and struck out by the Federal Court. "
Similarly, at Question 7.3, the ALRC asks for views on whether the reasons for any
displacement of Aboriginal peoples or Torres Strait Islanders should be considered
in the assessment of whether"Aboriginal peoples or Torres Strait Islanders, by those
laws and customs, have a connection with the land or waters under section 223(I)(b)
of the NTA. " The Northern Territory submits that this question gives rise to a lengthy
assessment of questions of historical fact particular to each claim as to why a
claimant group may not be able to demonstrate a continuous connection to the claim
area.

Where the traditional laws and customs of a native title claimant group support a
right to maintain and protect places of significance in land and waters those rights
are capable of recognition, but not otherwise. To that extent, the Northern Territory
does not support the proposed amendments to section 223 to include the protection
or exercise of cultural knowledge.

The Northern Territory is concerned that the ALRC's reform proposals to the
authorisation processes under the NTA, coupled with the substantive proposals to
section 223 of the NTA, will further weaken the basis upon which native title claims
may be made.

11
Refer Hazelb@ne v Northern Territory of Australia [2008] FCA 291 and Hazelbane v Northern Territory of

Australia 120141 FCA 886. Thesejudgments relate to competing, unregistered claims made by members of the
Finniss River Brinkin Group, a subset of a potentially broader group of persons, to the Town of Batchelor south
of Darwin. Similar claims have been made by members of the Finniss River Brinkin Group to adjacent areas of
land and waters in the Northern Territory. At the time of making this submission, the Northern Territory had
soughtinterlocutory orders to disintss these proceedings. That application will be heard in March 2015.
'' See discussion below regarding Risk v Northern Territory of Australia [2006] FCA 404
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Chapters 5 and 7 - Traditional Laws and Customs and the Transmission of
Aboriginal and Torres Straitlslander Culture

The High Court has repeatedly said that it is necessary to begin consideration of a
claim for a determination of native title by an examination and consideration of the
provisions of the NTA. " Native title, therefore, is what is defined and described in
section 223(I) of the NTA. Nonetheless, in order to properly construe the NTA and
the definition of native title in section 223(I), it is necessary to place the NTA into the
context of what is now known about the recognition and protection of native title
rights and interests in Australia:

(a) on the acquisition of sovereignty by the Crown in 1825, certain rights and
interests held by indigenous people under theirtraditiona!laws and customs
were recognised by and became enforceable under the common law;"

(b) in the years that followed, from 1825 untilthe commencement of Racial
Obonminatibn Act 1975 (Cth), native title rights and interests were vulnerable
to extinguishment or partial extinguishment by a wide range of legislative and
executive acts;

(c) the coining into force in 1975 of the Racial Discrimination Act, alleast to some
extent, provided then-existing native title rights and interests with a measure
of protection from extinguishment by both legislative and executive acts;"

(d) on I January 1994, the NTA commenced. It contained four main objects. "
First, it provided forthe recognition and protection of the body of native title
rights and interests that was stillin existence on the date of commencement. "
Secondly, it validated (or permitted the States and Territories to validate) past
legislative and executive acts which were invalid by reason of the existence of
native title. " This validation involved, or potentially involved, the
exiinguishment (or partial extinguishment) of native title that was in existence
on I January 1994. " Thirdly, it made provision for when acts would be
permitted to affect (including extinguish) native title in the future. " Fourthly, it
established a mechanism for determining claims, both to native title and to
compensation for extinguishment or impairment of native title permitted or
effected by the NTA;22

(e) in WA V Commonwealth, six Justices of the High Court held that the common
law concept of native title is incorporated into the definition of 'hative title"and

'' Members of the Yorta Yorta Aboriginal Community v Victoria (2002) 77 ALJR 356 ("Yorta Yorta") at 364
[321; Commonwealth v Yarnitrr (2001) 208 CLR I("Commonwealth v Yarmirr") at 35 [7]; Western Australia v
Ward (2002) 76 ALJR 1098 ("Ward") at 1108 [16].
'' Mano v Queensland (No. 2) (1992) 175 CLR I("Mabo (No. 2)").
'' Mado (No. 2); Wik Peoples v Queensland (1996) 187 CLR I("Wik"); Western Australia v Commonwealth
(1994-1995) 183 CLR 373 ("WA V Commonwealth"); Ward.
'' Mabo (No. 2); WA V Commonwealth; Ward.

Section 3.

'' Sections 10, 11, 223(I).
'' Part 2, Division 2.

Section 15.

21 part 2, Division 3.
22 parts 3 and 4.



of 'hative title rights and interests"in s. 223(I)." The same six Justices held
that an act that was wholly valid when it was done and which was effective
then to extinguish native title is unaffected by the NTA. " In Fejo v Northern
Territory, " all seven Justices of the High Court held that an historic (1882)
grant of freehold extinguished native title and that this situation was
unaffected by the land later reacquiring its status as Crown land;

the NTA does not seek to create some new species of right or interest in
relation to land or waters which it then calls "native title"; rather, the NTA has
as one of its main objects" "to provide forthe recognition and protection of"
those rights and interests relating to land, and rooted in traditional law and
custom which the High Court decided in Mabo (No. 2) had survived the

Crown's acquisition of sovereignty and radical title in Australia;"
(9) the NTA, as originally enacted, did not deal with the exiinguishment of native

title rights and interests that had already been extinguished when it came into
force. The preamble reveals a legislative understanding that native title would
have been extinguished by grants of freehold and leasehold estates, butthere
was no provision of a general nature effecting that result or confirming it.
Section 47 is premised upon Parliament's understanding of the extent of
extinguishment under the common law and is directed, in substance, to
reversing the exiinguishing effects of certain kinds of acts in limited
circumstances.

In Fejo, " six members of the High Court in a jointjudgment described native title in
the following terms:

'Native title has its origin in the traditional/aws acknowledged and the
customs observed by the ind^7enous people who possess native title.
Native title is neither an institution of the common law nor a form of

common law tenure but^^ ^^ recognised by the common law. " There is
therefore an intersectibn of traditional/aws and customs with the common

law. The underlying existence of the traditional laws and customs is a
necessary pre-requisite for native title buttheir existence is nota sufficient
basis for recognising native title. "

In the jointjudgment of Gleeson CJ, Gummow and Hayne JJ in Yorta Yorta '' their
Honours quote the first three sentences of the above extract from Fej'o and add
emphasis to the sentence dealing with the intersection of traditional laws and
customs with the common law. Their Honours state that an application for
determination of native title requires the location of that intersection and requires that
it be located by reference to the NTA. In particular, it must be located by reference
to the definition of native title in section 223(,).

(f)

'' At 452 per Mason CJ, Brennan, Deane, Toohey, Gaudron and MCHugh 11.
24 At 454.
25 (1998) 195 CLR 96 ("F<10").
26 section 3(a).
27 yort@ yort@ at 372 [751, [76] per Gleeson CJ, Gununow and Hayne 11 and at 394 [180] per Callinan I.
'' Part 2, Division 2B of the ITTA, which was inserted into the NTA by the Native Title Amendment Act 1998
(Cth), now "confirms" the past extinguishment of native title by certain "valid" or "validated" acts.
29 At 128 [46].
30 Mabo v Queensland [N0 2] ars8 per Brennan I.
3' M@bo IN0 21 at 59-61 per Brennan I.
32 At 364 t3 11.



In Ward, four Justices of the High Court, in a jointjudgment, said that it is now well
recognised that the connection which Aboriginal peoples have with their "country'is
essentially spiritual. " Their Honours quoted the following passage from the
judgment of Blackburn J in Mil^TIPum v Nabalco Pty Ltd:3'

'The fundamental truth about the Abor^71nals' relationsh47 to the land is that
whatever else it is, it is a religious relationship. .. There is an unquestioned
scheme of things in which the sp^fit ancestors, the people of the clan, particular
land and everything that exists on and in it, are organic parts of one iridissoluble
whole. ,65

The majority judgment in Ward recognises the difficulty of expressing a relationship
between a community or group of Aboriginal people and the land in terms of rights
and interests, whilst at the same time noting that this is what is required by the NTA.
That is, the spiritual or religious must be translated into the legal. " This requires the
fragmentation of an integrated view of the ordering of affairs into rights and interests
which are required to be considered apart from the duties and obligations which go
with them. 37

The statutory text of the definition of native title in s. 223(I) of the NTA reads as
follows:

"223 Native Title

Common law rights and interests

(1) The expression native title or native title rights and interests means the
communal, group or individual rights and interests of Aboriginal peoples or
Torres Strait Islanders in relation to land or water, where:

(a) the rights and interests are possessed under the traditional laws
acknowledged, and the traditional customs observed, by the Aboriginal
people or Torres Strait Islanders; and

(b) the Aboriginal peoples or Torres Strait Islanders, by those laws and
customs, have a connection with the land or waters; and

(c) the rights and interests are recognised by the common law of Australia. "

In Ward" and in Yorta Yorta, " the High Court has made the same basal points
about the definition of "native title" and of "native title rights and interests"in section
223. Firstly, the rights and interests may be communal, group or individual rights
and interests. Secondly, they must be rights and interests "in relation to"land or
waters. Thirdly, the rights and interests must have three characteristics:

(a) firstly, they are rights and interests which are possessed under the
traditional laws acknowledged and the traditional customs observed by
the peoples concerned;

33 Allj08 1/41 per Gleeson CJ, Gnudron, Gummow and Hayne 11.
3 Ibid.
35 (1971) 17 FLR 141 at 167.
36 word at 1108 t141.

Ibid.

38 At 1109 t171.
39 At 364 t331-t351.



(b) secondly, the rights and interests must have the characteristic that, by
the traditional laws acknowledged and the traditional customs observed
by the relevant peoples, those peoples have "a connection with"the land
or waters; and

(c) the rights and interests must be "recognised" by the common law of
Australia.

In considering a claim for a determination of native title, all elements of the definition
in section 223(I) must be given effect. 40

The question in a given case whether section 223(,)(a) is satisfied presents a
question offact. It requires not only the identification of the laws and customs said to
be traditional laws and customs but, no less importantly, the identification of the
rights and interests in relation to land or waters which are possessed under those
laws and customs. This is a separate inquiry to that required by section 223(I)(b),
although both may very well depend upon the same evidence.

Paragraphs (a) and (b) of section 223(I) indicate that native title rights and interests
derive from traditional laws and customs and notfrom the common law. The role of

the common law in the statutory definition is that stated in paragraph (c) of section
223(I); that is, the rights and interests must be capable of being "recognised by the
common law',. 42

In the majority judgment in Ward, " it is noted that the case law does not purport to
provide a comprehensive understanding of what is involved in the notion of
"recognition" by the common law in section 223(I)(c). Their Honours identify" a
number of instances where there may be laws and customs which meetthe criteria
in paragraphs (a) and (b) of section 223(I), but where the rights and interests
possessed under those laws and customs will not be recognised by the common law
and thus will not satisfy paragraph (c) of section 223(I).

One instance is where the relevant laws and customs may clash with the general
objective of the common law of the preservation and protection of society as a
whole. A second is that recognition may cease where, as a matter of law, native title
rights have been extinguished even though, but for that legal conclusion, on the
facts, native title would still subsist. A third instance which their Honours raise
involves the statement in Mabo (No. 2)" that native title "may be protected by such
legal or equitable remedies as are appropriate to the particular rights and interests
established by the evidence". Their Honours say that this statement is yet to be
developed by decisions indicating what is involved in the notion of "appropriate"
remedies.

In Ward, " the majority judgment makes the pointthat account may be taken of what
was decided and what was said in Mabo (No. 2) when considering the meaning and
effect of the NTA and that this is especially so when it is recognised that paragraphs
(a) and (b) of section 223(I) are plainly based on what was said by Brennan J in
Mabo (No. 2) at 70. It is submitted that it is equally clear that paragraph (c) of

40 yortq yorta at 364 [33] per Gleeson CJ, Gummow and Hayne 11.
'' wordat 1109 [18] per Gleeson CJ, Gaudron, Gummow and Hayne 11.
'' wardat 1109 t201 per Gleeson CJ, Gaudron, Gummow and Hayne 11.
43 At 1109 t201.
44 At [21].
5 At 61 per Brennan I.

46 At 1108 t161.
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section 223(I) is also plainly based on what was said by Brennan J in Mabo (No. 2)
at 59-61.47

In Wik, Brennan CJ explained what he had meant in Mabo (No. 2) by the expression
"recognised by the common law'. His Honour states in Wik" that although native
title rights and interests are ascertained by reference to traditional laws and customs,
they are enforceable as common law rights and that is what is meant when it is said
that native title is "recognised" by the common law. In Commonwealth v Yarmirr"
Gleeson CJ, Gaudron, Gummow and Hayne JJ expressed this same view when they
said that the common law will"recognise" native title rights and interests in the sense
that it will, by the ordinary process of law and equity, give remedies in support of the
relevant rights or interests to those who hold them.

It is submitted that, before the common law will recognise a right or interest in land
possessed under traditional laws and customs, that right or interest must be capable
of bein described with sufficient precision to be enforced by the Courts. In Mabo
(No. 2), ' Brennan J made the pointthatthe contemporary rights and interests of the
Menam people there considered "are capable of being established with sufficient

Yorta Yorta, '' Callinan Jprecision to attract declaratory or other relief"." In
addressed this particularrequirement of the common law as follows:

'For rights and interests to be recognised by the common law they must be
reasonably precise. In this context common law includes equity and
contemplates the availability of allpossible remedies in both branches of the law.
Orders of courts, whether made in equity orin common law, to be enforceable,
need to be framed with clarity. Parties placed under curlalob/19ations to do, or
abstain from doing, acts need to know with certainty whattheir obligations are.
Declarations require similar certainty. "

And again:53
'The rights and interest must be definable with sufficient certainty to enable them
to be enforced by the common law. "

The members of the High Court in Yorta Yorta delivered four separate judgments.
Gleeson CJ, Gummow and Hayne JJ delivered a joint judgment dismissing the
appeal("the jointjudgment"). In a short separate judgment, MCHugh J appeared to
adopt at least some of the reasoning of the jointjudgment and also dismissed the
appeal. Callinan J also dismissed the appeal and his reasons, in some respects,
went further than those of the joint judgment in rejecting the arguments of the
appellants.

Gaudron and Kirby JJ (in dissent) would have allowed the appeal, although they
were in agreement with the approach taken in the jointjudgment in relation to some
questions of construction of s. 223. In the result, the jointjudgment can be regarded

'' This is the citation for the proposition that native title is "recognised" by the cornmon law in the majority
judgment in F<jo at 129 [46], in 159.
48 At 84.
49 At 49 t421.
50 At 62.
'' See too the dictum of Lord Wilberforce in National Provincial Bank Ltd v Aimsworth [1965] AC 1175 at
1247-1248 quoted by Mason I in R V Toothey, . Ex Porte Men!ing Station PlyLtd(1984-85) 158 CLR 327 at 342.
52 At 393 t1761.
53 At 395 t1861.



as the leading judgment, supported in all material respects by at least either or both
of MCHugh and Callinan JJ.

It is the understanding that the common law's recognition of native title results from
the intersection of two legal systems at the time of sovereignty as stated in Fejo ''
which infuses and informs the explanation in the jointjudgment in Yorta Yorta of the
proper construction to be given to the definition of "native title" and of "native title
rights and interests"in section 223. '5

In the joint judgment, " Mabo (No. 2) is cited as providing an explanation of the
consequences of sovereignty upon existing indigenous rights and interests in land.
Those existing rights and interests which owed their origin to a normative system
other than the legal system of the new sovereign power survived the Crown's
acquisition of sovereignty. They survived because the laws and customs of the
indigenous peoples constituted bodies of normative rules which could give rise to,
and had in fact given rise to, rights and interests in relation to land or waters. " The
reference therefore in section 2230)(a) and (b) to "traditional laws acknowledged,
and the traditional customs observed"is in fact a reference to a body of norms, or a
normative system, that existed before sovereignty. "
The jointjudgement adds a further important dimension to the understanding of what
is involved in the notion of recognition by the common law in section 223(,)(c). The
common law will only recognise those native title rights and interests which existed
at SoVere^grity, 5

'First, the requirement for recognition by the common law may require refusal of
recognition to rig^his or interests which, in some way, are antitheticalto
fundamental tenets of the common law. " No such case was said to arise in this
matter and it may be put aside. Secondly, however, recognition by the common
law is a requirement that emphasises the fact that there is an intersection
between legal systems and that the intersection occurred at the time of
sovereignty. The native title r^jhts and interests which are the subject of the Act
are those which existed at sovere^7nty, survived that fundamental change in
legal regime, and now, by resort to the processes of the new legal order, can be
enforced andprotected. It is those rights and interests which are teeognised'in
the common law. "

Although those rights and interests survived the change in sovereignty, if new rights
or interests were to arise, those new rights and interests "must find their roots in the
legal order of the new sovereign power'." Because the definition in section 223(I)
refers to traditional laws acknowledged "and" (as opposed to "or") traditional customs
observed, there is no need to distinguish between what is a matter of traditional law
and what is a matter of traditional custom, but, there must be a system of rules
having a normative content:

54 At 128 t461.
'' see, for example, at 364 [13], 365 t381, t391, 372 t771.
56 At 365 t371.
57 At 365 [40].
58 At 365 t381-t391.
59 At 372 t771.
60 citing Word at 1109 [201-[21].
'' At 368 1551 in the jointjudgment.
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'Nonetheless, because the subject of consideration is rights or interests, the rules
which together constitute the traditional laws acknowledged and traditional customs
observed, and under which the rights orinterests are said to be possessed, must be
rules having normative content. Without that quality, there may be obseivable
patterns of behaviourbut notr^jhts orinterests in relation to land or waters. "'

The consequences of sovereignty for the pre-sovereignty normative system is
explained in the jointjudgment in the following terms:"
'It is important to recognise that the r^7hts and interests concerned on^jinate in a
normative system, and to recognise some consequences that follow from the
Grown^ assertion of sovereignty. Upon the Grown acquiring sovere^7nty, the
normative or law-makihg system which then existed could not thereafter validly'
create new r^jhts, duties or interests. Rights or interests in land created after
sovereignty and which owed theirorigin andcontinued existence only to a normative
system other than that of the new sovere^gn power, would not and will not be given
effectby the legal order of the newsovere^in.

That is not to deny that the new legal order recognised then existing rights and
interests in land. Noris it to deny the efficacy of rules of transmission ofr^7hts and
interests under traditional/aws and traditional customs which existed at sovereignty,
where those native title r^7hts continued to be recognised by the legal order of the
new sovere^in. The rig^his and interests in land which the new sovere^gn order
recognised included the rules of traditional law and custom which dealt with the
transmission of those interests. Noris it to say that account could never be taken of
any alteration to, or development o4 that traditional law and custom that occurred
aftersovereignty. Account may have to be taken of developments at least of a kind
contemplated by that traditional law and custom. But what the assertion of
sovereignty by the British Grown necessarily entailed was that there could thereafter
be no parallellaw-making system in the territory over which it asserted sovereignty.
To hold otherwise would be to deny the acquis^tion of sovereig^nty and as has been
pointed out earlier, that is not permissible. Because there could be no parallellaw-
making system after the assenton of sovere^grity it also follows that the only rights or
interests in relation to land or waters, originating otherwise than in the new sovere^7n
order, which will be recognised after the assertion of that new sovereignty are those
that find theirorigin in pre-sovere^7nty law and custom. "

The joint judgment states that the construction of the definition of native title must
take account of these considerations. " That being the case, whilst a "traditional"law
or custom is one which has been passed from generation to generation of a society,
usually by word of mouth and common practice, in the context of the NTA, the word
"traditional"in paragraphs (a) and (b) of the definition of native title in section 223(I)
carries with it two other elements in its meaning. First, it conveys an understanding
of the age of the traditions. It is only the normative rules of the Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander societies that existed before the assertion of sovereignty by the British
Crown that are "traditional"laws and customs. " Secondly, and it is said, no less
importantly, the reference to rights or interest in lands or waters being "possessed"
under traditional laws acknowledged and traditional customs observed by the

62 forta Yorta at 366 t421.
63 At 366 [43].
64 At 366 [45].
65 At 366 [46], 372 [79] and 374 t861.



peoples concerned, requires that the normative system under which the rights and
interests are possessed (ie, the "traditional laws and customs") is a system that has
had "a continuous existence and vitality since sovereignty. "" If that normative
system has not existed throughout that period, the ri hts and interests which owe

their existence to that system will have ceased to exist. '
In Yorta Yorta, the jointjudgment makes the further pointthatlaws and customs and
the society or group who acknowledge and observe those laws and customs, are
interrelated. " In this context, "society"is to be understood as a body of persons
united in and by its acknowledgement and observance of a body of law and
custom. " The word "society'is used in the jointjudgment, rather than "community",
to emphasise this close relationship between the identification of the group and the
identification of the laws and customs of the group. 70
Where the society whose laws and customs existed at sovereignty ceases to exist as
a group which acknowledges and observes those pre-sovereignty laws and customs,
the ri hts and interests in land to which those laws and customs give rise cease to
exist. ' The position is not altered even if, as was said to be the case in Yorta Yorta,
the content of those laws and customs is passed on from individual to individual,
despite the dispersal of the society which once acknowledged and observed them,
and the descendants of those who used to acknowledge and observe the laws and
customs take them up again. 72
Substantial/riterruption

The jointjudgment recognises that the factthatthere has been some change to, or
adaptation of, traditional law or custom, or some interruption of enjoyment or
exercise of, native title rights or interests in the period between the Crown assentn
sovereignty and the present, will not necessarily be fatal to a native title claim. '
Nonetheless, both change, and interruption in exercise, may, in a particular case,
take on considerable significance in deciding the issues presented by an application
for determination of native title. 74

In that same paragraph of the joint judgment ([83]), their Honours state that the
relevant criterion to be applied in deciding the significance of change to, or
adaptation of, traditional law or custom is readily stated, though its application to
particularfacts may well be difficult. Their Honours state that the key question is
whether the law and custom can still be seen to be "traditional"law and "traditional"

custom in the sense earlier identified in the judgment.

Their Honours then go on to state" that interruption of use or enjoyment of native
title rights or interests presents more difficult questions. The relevant statutory
questions are directed to the present possession of the rights or interests, not their
exercise yet, nonetheless, the rights and interests must be possessed under

66 At 367 1471.
67 At 367 [47].
68 At 367 [49].
69 Ibid.
70 Fn 31 at 367.
71 At 367 [50].
72 At 367-368 15/1-t531.
73 At 373 t831.
7 Ibid.
75 At 373 [84].
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"traditional"laws and customs in the sense earlier described in the joint judgment.
Accordingly, proof of the possession of native title rights and interests must
necessarily require proofthatthe acknowledgement and observance of the society's
pre-sovereignty laws and customs have continued substantially uninterrupted since
sovereignty:

"Yet again, however, iris important to bear steadily in mind that the rights and
interests which are said now to be possessed must nonetheless be rights and
interests possessed under the trad^^^^nal/aws acknowledged and the traditional
customs observed by the peoples in question. Further, the connection which the
peoples concerned have with the land or waters must be shown to be a
connection by theirtraditiona/laws and customs. Forthe reasons given earlier,
'traditional"in this context must be understood to refer to the body of law and
customs acknowledged and observed by the ancestors of the claimants at the
time of soverejg^nty.

For exactly these same reasons, acknowledgement and observance of those
laws and customs must have continued substantially uninterrupted since
sovereignty. Were that not so, the laws and customs acknowledged and
observed now could not properly be described as the traditional laws and
customs of the peoples concerned. That would be so because they would not
have been transmitted from generation to generatibn of the society for which
they constituted a normative system giving rise to rights and interests in land as
the body of laws and customs which, for each of those generations of that
society, was the body of/aws and customs which in fact regulated and defined
the r^7hts and interests which those people had and could exercise in relation to
the land or waters concerned. They would be a body of laws and customs
originating in the common acceptance by or agreement of a new society of
indigenous peoples to acknowledge and observe laws and customs of content
similarto, perhaps even identical with, those of an earlier and different society.

To return to a Iurisprudential analysis, continuity in acknowledgement and
observance of the normative rules in which the claimed rights and interests are
said to find their foundations before soverejg^rib/ is essential because iris the
normative quafftyofthose rules which rendered the Grown^ radical title acquired
at sovere^7nty/subjectto the rights andinterests then existing and which noware
identified as native title. "

The qualification "substantially" in the proposition that the acknowledgement and
observance of traditional laws and customs must have continued uninterrupted is not
unimportant. " Nonetheless, it must be shown that the society, under whose laws
and customs the native title rights and interests are said to be possessed, has
continued to exist throughout the period from sovereignty as a body united by its
acknowledgement and observance of those laws and customs. "

The practical consequences of the requirements of continuity in the
acknowledgement and observance of pre-sovereignty rules and in the existence of

7' A' ['6]-t8, ,.
77 At 374 t8, ,.
78 Ibid.



the "society" or people united in and by their acknowledgement and observance of
those traditional laws and customs is explained in the jointjudgment as follows:"

"The critical question is whether the errors of law which were made at trial bore,
in any relevant way, upon the primary judge^ critical findihgs of fact that the
evidence did not demonstrate that the claimants and their ancestors had

continued to acknowledge andobserve, throughoutthe period from the assertion
of sovere^7nty in 1788 to the date of their clam, the traditional laws and customs
in relation to land of their forebears, and that 'before the end of the nineteenth
century, the ancestors through whom the claimants claim title had ceased to
occupy their traditional lands in accordance with their traditional/aws and
customs': Ifthose findings offact stand unaffected of error of/aw, the claimants'
claim to native title fails and theirappealshouldbe dismissed.

These findings were findings aboutinterruptibn in observance of traditional law
and custom not aboutthe content of or changes in that law or custom. They
were findings rejecting one of the key elements of the case which the claimants
sought to make at trial, namely, that they continued to observe laws andcustoms
which they, and their ancestors, had continuously observed since sovereignty.
More fundamentally than that, they were fihdings that the society which had once
observed traditional laws and customs had ceased to do so and, by ceasing to
do so, no longer constituted the society out of which the traditional laws and
customs sprang. "

The legal principles regarding proof of native title should be apparent from the
foregoing discussion of the High Court's decision in Yorta Yorta. So too should be

the difficulty of proving the existence of native title:"
'It may be accepted that demonstrating the content of that fore-sovereign^l
traditional/aw and custom may very wellpresent difficultproblems of proof. But
the difficulty of the forensic task which may confront claimants does notalterthe
requirements of the statutory provision. "

That task may prove to be even more difficult in circumstances where the laws and
customs now said to be acknowledged and observed, are also said to have been

adapted or changed in response to European settlement:"
'It is, however, important to notibe that demonstrating the content of pre-
sovereig^nty traditional laws and customs may be especially difficult^^ cases, like
this, where it is recognised that the laws or customs now said to be
acknowledged and observed are laws and customs that have been adapted in
response to the impact of European settlement. In such cases, difficult
questions offact and degree may emerge, not only in assessing what, if any,
significance should be attached to the Iiaot of change or adaptation but also in
deciding whatit was that was changed oradapted. It is notpossible to offer any
^hgle bright/me testfor deciding whatinferenoes may be drawn or when they
may be drawn, anymore than iris possible to offersuoh a testfordeciding what
changes or adaptations are SIg^nitoant. Indeed, so liar as the second of those
issues is concerned, ^t would be wrong to attempt to reformu/ate the statutory
language when iris the words of the definition to which effectmustbe given. "

79 At 375 [94]-[95].
80 yortg yort@, jointjudgment at 372 [80].
'' yort" yort@, jointjudgment at 373 [82].
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It is submitted that the proposal that claimants need not prove the existence of a
"society" acknowledging laws and customs prior to sovereignty, and that this may be
assumed, is entirely inconsistent with the above quoted passage. "
Difficulties of proof cannot mandate any departure from the legal requirement that,
on an application under section 13 of the NTA for a determination of native title, the
applicant must establish each of the elements of the definition of native title in
section 223(I). Accordingly, in any native title determination application, the
applicants must establish that the persons in the native title claim group whom the
named applicant represents, are members of a society, united in and by its
acknowledgement and observance of a body of laws and customs which constitutes
a normative system and under which they possess rights and interests in, and have
a connection with, the land and waters of the claim area. "

The present day body of laws and customs that are acknowledged and observed by
the native title claim group must be shown to be the body of laws and customs
acknowledged and observed by their ancestors at the time of sovereignty. " It must
also be shown that the acknowledgement and observance of those laws and
customs has continued substantially uninterrupted by each generation since
sovereignty" and that the society under whose laws and customs the rights and
interests are said to be possessed, has continued to exist throughoutthat period as
a body united in and by its acknowledgement and observance of those laws and
customs.

The rights and interests presently possessed must be shown to have existed at
sovereignty. The corollary of this is that the existence of those rights and interests,
their nature and their extent, will be dependent upon (proof of)the content of the pre-
sovereignty laws and customs.

It is useful at this point to make reference to the judgment of the Full Federal Court in
Risk v Northern Territory. " The Full Federal Court amrined the decision of the
primary judge" in concluding that a 'bombination of circumstances has, in various
ways, interrupted ordisturbed the presence of the Larrakia people in the Damnn area
during several decades of the 20th Century in a way that has affected theircontinued
observance of and enjoyment of, the traditional/aws and customs of the Larrakia
people that existed at sovereignty'I The factual findings that led to His Honour's
conclusions are set out at in detail at paragraphs [813]-t8331 of the judgment.

The proceedings under appeal were a consolidation of a number of native title
determination applications made on behalf of three claimant groups in relation to
land and waters in and around Darwin in the Northern Territory. The primary judge
dismissed the consolidated applications on the ground that the present society,
comprising the Larrakia people or else the Dangalaba claim, did not now have the
rights and interests possessed under the traditional laws acknowledged and the
traditional customs observed by the Larrakia people at sovereignty, because their

'' See paras 93-94 of the First Applicants' Submissions on Connection.
'' yort@ yort@ jointjudgment at 1331, [341, [371-[40], 1421, [47], t491 and t871
'' yort@ Yort@jointjudgment at[46], [56] and t861.
85 yortq yort@ jointjudgment at [471, [871, 188], 1941 and t951.
'' fort@ yortajointjudgment at [49], [50], [521, [531, [89] and t951.
'' yort" Yort@jointjudgment at [43], [44], [451, [54], [551, [77] and t791.
''[2007] FCAFC 46
''[2006] FCA 404 at 812



current law and customs were not "traditional" in the sense required by section
2230) of the NTA as explained by the High Court in Members of the Yorta Yorta
Aborjg^Ina/ Community v Vibtoria" (2002) (Yorta Yorta): Risk v Northern Territory of
Australia. Mr Risk and others on behalf of the Larrakia applicants and Mr Quall on
behalf of the Dangalaba and Kulumbiringin applicants appealed to the Full Court of
the Federal Court. On 5 April 2007 the Full Court dismissed the appeals.

The Full Court made the following observations with respect to the primary judge's
findings in Risk v Northern Territory", affirming His Honour's reasons for judgment at
para [104]:

Read in totality, iris clearthat his Honour^ conclusion on interruption was not based
on the dislocation of the claimants from Darwin, or their failure to continue to
exercise many of their native title r^7hts. Rather he recognised that these were both
evidence and symptoms of a more fundamental discontinuity in the traditional laws
acknowledged and customs observed. A claimant group that has been
dispossessed of much of its traditional/ands and thereby precluded from exercising
many of its traditionalr^jhts will obviously have great difficulty in showing that its
rig^his and customs are the same as those exercised at sovere^7nty. This is, in
effect, what has happened to Larrakia in this case. It is notthatthe dispossession
and nailure to exercise ri^7hts has, ^7so facto, caused the appellants to have losttheir
traditional native title, but rather that these things have led to the interruptibn in their
possession of traditionalr^jhts and observance of traditional customs. That this was
the primary judge^ viewis clearfrom the following passage, att8391:

To summarise, in my judgment, the Larrakia people were a community of
Abor^Jina/ people living in the claim area at the time of sovereignty. The
settlement of Darwin from 7869, the influx of other Abor^71nal groups into the
claim area, the attempted assimilation of Abor^Jina/ people into the European
community and the consequences of the implementation of those attempts and
other government policies (however one mightjudge their correctness), led to
the reduction of the Larrakia populatibn, the dispersal of Larrakia people from
the claim area, and to a breakdown in Larrakia people^ observance and
acknowledgement of traditional laws and customs. In the 1970s the land
claims drew interest to the Larrakia culture and there has since been a revival

of the Larrakia community and culture. A large number of people who now
identify as Larrakia only became aware of their ancestry during these land
claims, andaoquired much knowledge'at this time. The Larrakia community of
2005 is a strong, vibrant and dynamic society. However, the evidence
demonstrates an interruption to the Larrakia people^ connection to their
country and in their acknowledgement and observance of theirtraditiona/laws
and customs so that the laws and customs they now respect andpractice are
not'trad^tonal'as required by $223(I) of the NTAct. "

At paragraph t541 his Honour noted that in Yorta Yorta, the majority stated that the
rights and interests the subject of the NTA are those which derive from traditional
laws and customs that formed a body of norms existing before the assertion of
sovereignty.

. . .

90214 CLR422
''[2006] FCA 404
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His Honour went on to consider the continuity aspect of native title, a matter of some
importance in Yorta Yorta. He noted at [56] that if a society that had once
possessed native title rights ceased to exist: 'then so too do its traditional laws and
customs, from which rights and interests arise ... . Once a society has ceased to
exist, it is not possible for descendants of that society to take up again the
'traditional'laws andcustoms as those expressions are usedin the NTAct. "

His Honourthen quoted further from the majority judgment in Yorta Yorta at[53]:

"When the society whose laws or customs existed at sovere^7nty ceases to
exist, the rights and interests in land to which these laws and customs gave
rise, cease to exist. If the content of the former laws and customs is later
adopted by some new society, those laws and customs will then owe theirnew
life to that other, later, society and they are the laws acknowledged by, and

can now properly be described as being the existing laws and customs of the
earlier society. The r^7hts and interests in land to which the re-adopted laws
and customs give rise are rights and interests which are not rooted in pre-
sovere^intv traditional/aw and custom but in the laws and customs of the new
society. "(High Court's emphasis).

The primary judge's conclusions on the question whether native title rights have
survived are contained in the section entitled "Conclusions Regarding s 223(I) of the
Native Title Act. " At t8031 his Honour said:

\ have found above that, at soverejg^nty, there was a society of indigenous
persons who had rights and interests possessed under traditional/aws and
customs, and giving them a connection to the land and waters of the claim
area. I have also found that that society was the same society as existed at
settlement andoontinued to exist up to the first decade of the 20th Century, that
it contihued to enjoy rig^his and interests under the same or substantially similar
traditional laws and customs as those which existed at settlement.

Consequently, to that point, that society of Larrakia people were possessed of
traditional/aws and customs giving them the r^7hts and interests to which I
have referred. "

His Honour also concluded, at [805], that the Larrakia people of today are the same
society as that which existed previously, including at settlement. He then re-iterated
what was said in Yorta Yorta abouttraditionallaws and customs. He contrasted two

sets of circumstances, the first where 'Interruption in the use or enjoyment of native
title rights and interests ... may not disqualify the current generation from having
those laws andpractibes regarded as 'tradit^^nal"; and the second where 'there has
been an interruption in the acknowledgment and observance of/aws and customs"
such that'the laws andcustoms which are now acknowledged andobserved will not
have contihued substantially uninterrupted since sovereignty':

Chapter8- The NatureandContentofNative Title

Chapter 8 considers whether there should be clarification that native title rights and
interests can include rights and interests of a commercial nature. The ALRC also
seeks views on whether the indicative listing in the proposed amendments to section
223 should include the protection or exercise of cultural knowledge.

Firstly, the Northern Territory has agreed consent determinations of native title over
the pastoral estate recognising, as part of the suite of non-exclusive native title rights

customs observed by, that later SOCiet they are notlaws and customs which
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and interests, the rights of native title holders to conduct and participate in cultural
activities and practices on the land and waters subject to the determination area.
The exercise of such rights include the right to privacy in the exercise and enjoyment
of those activities (which does not extend to a right to control access or use of the
area by others) and are subject to the rights of any person arising under the laws in
force in the Northern Territory to be present on the land. Any recognition of a
non-exclusive right to maintain and protect an area does not amount to an exclusive
right (although there may be restrictions ifthe area is a registered sacred site under
the Northern Territory Sacred Sites Act, but not as a result of the recognition of a
non-exclusive native title right to protect).

Secondly, Chapter 8 of the Discussion Paper includes a proposal to repeal section
223 of the NTA and substitute it with a provision that native title rights and interests
comprise "rights in relation to any purpose" and may include "commercial activities
and trade. " The Northern Territory has previously made submissions with respect to
the recognition of native title rights of a commercial nature. In summary, that
submission provided that whether native title rights and interests are determined to
include rights of a commercial nature is a matter forthe Court to determine on the
evidence of each case; such rights are capable of recognition where the evidence
supports a determination of commercial rights.

Although the Aboriginal relationship with land is essentially spiritual, the native title
rights and interests recognised under the NTA are rights and interests that relate to
the use of the land (and waters)." In particular, the High Court has said in Ward"
that where the native title rights and interests that are found to exist do not amount to
a right as againstthe whole world, to possession, occupation, use and enjoyment of
land or waters, it will seldom be appropriate, or sufficient, to express the nature and
the extent of the relevant native title rights and interests by using those terms.
Rather, it will be preferable to express the rights and interests by reference to the
activities that may be conducted, as of right, on or in relation to, the relevant land or
waters.

To submit native title rights and interests comprise "rights in relation to any purpose"
must be qualified to the extent that native title rights and interests are rights and
interests in relation to land and waters. We note also that the High Court's

Akiba" wasconsideration of the nature of the native title rights determined in
concerned with the nature and scope of the native title right to take and use marine
resources within the claim area; that is, the right to "take for any purpose" was in the
context of the evidence in that case supporting the right to take resources for a
commercial purpose. Forthese reasons, the Northern Territory does not support an
amendment to the NTA to include express reference that native title rights and
interests may include commercial rights.

Chapter to - Authorisation

In the Northern Territory experience, questions regarding whether persons have
been properly authorised to make a native title claim, deal with all matters in relation
to that claim and make an application to replace the named applicant to a native title

'' F<10 at 126 [43] and 128 [47]; Western Australia v Word (YEAR) 170 ALR 159 (FFC) att1041, t1081 and
t6661 per Beaumont and von Doussail.
93 At 1/19 1521.
'' Leo Akiba on behalfofthe Torres StraitRegional Seas Claim Group v. Commonwealth of Australia and Ors
[2013] HCA 33
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claim have arisen in the context of competing, unregistered claims to Darwin, the
Town of Batchelor, pastoral lease land and land and waters south of Darwin. "

The Northern Territory is concerned that the ALRC's reform proposals to the
authorisation processes under the NTA, coupled with the substantive proposals to
section 223 of the NTA, will further weaken the basis upon which native title claims
may be made.

Section 61(I) of the NTA has two principal requirements forthe making of a native
title determination application:

(a) There must be a"native titleclaim group;"and

(b) The applicant must be "authorised" by alofthe persons in that group.

The obtaining of proper authorisation of a native title determination application has
been described as a fundamental requirement of the NTA" which underpins the
legitimacy of the application. " Prior to the 1998 amendments to the NTA, the
absence of the requirement for authorisation led, in some cases, to conflicting and
overlapping claims all carrying with them the statutory right to negotiate in respect of
the grant of mineral tenements and the compulsory acquisition by Commonwealth or
State Governments of native title rights and interests". Amid the controversy in the
public and parliamentary debates that proceeded the enactment of the 1998
amendments, the need for communal authorisation of claims was largely a matter of
common ground.

There are two processes by which native title determination applications may be
authorised under section 251B of the NTA:

(a) under the process of decision-making available under the traditional laws
and customs of the native title claim group; or

(b) by some other process of decision-making agreed to and adopted by the
native title claim but only where there is no process ofgroup
decision-making available under the traditional laws and customs of the
group.

Paragraphs (a) and (b) are not alternatives;it is not open to choose between them.
Paragraph (a) must be followed in cases where a decision-making process of the
type referred to in the paragraph exists. The two permissible modes of authorisation
are therefore mutually exclusive. "' The importance of compliance with section 251B
may be gauged from the factthat the NTA requires that claimant applications must
be accompanied by an affidavit sworn by the applicant stating the basis on which he
or she is authorised by allthe persons of the native title claim group to make the
application and to deal with matters arising in relation to it.

In Ouandamooka People (NO I) v State of Queensland, Drummond J, after
dismissing a notice of motion seeking the removal of a named applicant under

'' See Hazelb@"e v Northern Territory of Australia [2008] FCA 291, Hazelba"e v Northern Territory of
Australia [2014] FCA 886, Barnes vNorthem Territory 1201/1 FCA 879, Quailv Risk [2001] FCA 378
''Mor@it vMinisterforL@rid and Water Conservation forthe State of New Sowth Wales [1999] FCA 1637 at
[48].
'' sinckl@rid v Native Title Registr@r (1999) 168 ALR 242 at 259-260.
'' Danie! , State of Western Australia [2002] FCA 1147 at t1/1, per French I.

Ibid.

'00 DieriPeop!e v South Australia 120031 FCA 187, [571; H@rrington-Smith v Western Australia (No. 9) [2007]
FCA 31, [1230].



section 66B of the NTA, noted "the importance of there being evidence identifying
the nature of the decision-making processes followed by a native title claim group
that result in one or more of their members being given authority to act in relation to
the claim on behalf of the group. ""' This passage was cited by Mansfield J in Risk v
Northern Territory. In dismissing section 66B motions in Bolton v State of Western
Australia, French J stated:102

In my opinion, each of the motions for amendment under section 668 suffers
from the same fatal deficiency. The evidence is insufficient to demonstrate
that there has been notification to members of the native title claim group as
defined or that those who attended belonged to it. A fomori, there is no
evidence that the meetings were, in any sense, flair!y representative of the
native title claim groups concerned. In so saying I do not wish to be taken to
be critical of the SWALSC ISOuth WestAboriginalLand and Sea Councill. It
may be that there is a chronic diffculty that cannot be overcome despite its
most heroic efforts because of the apathy, /ack of interest or divided opinions
held by members of the relevant native title claim groups. Ifthat be so, then
that may be a reason for reconsidering whether the app/Ibatibns should
proceed at all. It is not a basis for accepting a constructed 'tJecision-making"
process which cannot be demonstrated, to reflectin any legitimate sense, the
informed consent of the members of the native title claim group or persons
properly representing them as a substitute for the authorisation required by
the Act.

Section 610) of the NTA provides that authorisation must come from all persons
who hold the common or group rights and interests (that is, the native title claim
group). Different views have been expressed as to the use of the word "all. "
O'Loughlin J in Ouan v Risk was of the view that "all" cannot mean every person in
the group for there may be members of the group who are infants or mental
defectives or whose whereabouts are unknown and, as such, incapable of giving
their authorisation. In De Rose v State of South Australia, 0'Loughlin wentfurther
to say that the word "all" should be taken to mean "allthose who are reasonably
available and who are competent to express an opinion. " Wilcox J in Moran v
Minister for Land and Water Conservation forthe State of New South Wales said

that it will be enough that the applicant has been authorised to make the claim in
accordance with a process of decision-making recognised under the traditional laws
acknowledged and customs of the claimant group. His Honour observed that "[i]n
meritorious cases, (the obtaining of proper authorisation in accordance with that
process)is unlikely to be an onerous requirement. Traditional laws and customs are
likely to exist in cases where the claimant group still maintains a vigorous communal
life. "

The need for rigour and integrity in the authorisation process has been recognised in
numerous cases. In Daniel v Western Australia, "' French J stated "[I]t is of central
importance to the conduct of native title determination applications and the exercise
of the rights that flow from their registration, that those who purport to bring such
applications and to exercise such rights on behalf of a group of asserted native title
holders have the authority of that group to do so. " In Strickland v Native Title

101[2002] FCA 259, t251.
102 [2004] FCA 760 att461.
103 [2002] FCA 1147, [11].
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Registrar, "' French J stated "[T]he authorisation requirement acknowledges the
communal character of traditional law and custom which grounds native title. it is not
a condition to be met by formulaic statements in or in support of applications. "

In light of these authorities, there is some conflict between the ALRC's proposals for
reform of the authorisation provisions and the requirements of section 61 of the NTA,
including the proposal that an applicant may act by majority and that, in relation to
applications under section 66B of the NTA, the section be amended to provide that a
person may be authorised on the basis that, if that person becomes unwilling or
unable to act, a designated person may take their place by filing a notice with the
Court. The Northern Territory submits that the authorisation provisions of the NTA
do not impose barriers to access to justice but, rather, are cornerstone provisions to
the making of native title claimant applications under the NTA.

'00 (1999) 168 A1, R 242, 259-60.
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The Northern Territory welcomes the opportunity to make a submission in relation to
the Australian Law Reform Commission's (ALRC) Inquiry in to the Native Title Act
1998 (0th)(NTA) announced by the former Attorney-General forthe Commonwealth
the Hon Mark Dreyfus QC MP on 3 August 2013.

This submission is made on behalf of the Northern Territory Government to the
ALRC's Review of the Native Title Act 1993 Issues Paper published by the ALRC in
March 2014.

Responsibility for Native Title in the Northern Territory
The Attorney-General for the Northern Territory and Minister for Justice, the Hon
John Elferink, is the Minister responsible for native title under the MrA.

In 2012, the Northern Territory Government established the Native Title and
Aboriginal Land Working Group to:
. provide Government with strategic advice on Aboriginal land and native title

matters (including strategic policy);
. provide instrustions to the Solicitorforthe Northern Terntory forthe progress of

Aboriginal land and native title matters;
. ensure there is whole-of-government collaboration in relation to Aboriginal land

and native title matters;
. determine priority fordealing with native title and Aboriginal land matters; and
. determine desired outcomes and whether policy exists to supportthe desired

outcomes orwhetherpolicy needsto be developed.

The Native Title and Aboriginal Land Working Group's membership is comprised of
the Chief Executives or senior officers from Government agencies including the
Department of Lands, Planning and the Environment, the Department of Regional
Development and Indigenous Advancement, the Department of Land Resource
Management, the Department of Treasury and Finance, the Aboriginal Areas
Protection Authority and the Department of the Attorney-General and Justice (the
latter's role being primarily to clarify legal issues as they arise). The Native Title and
Aboriginal Land Working Group is chaired by the Chief Executive of the Department
of Lands, Planning and the Environment. The Group reports to, and seeks
instructions from, the Attorney-General.

The Solicitorforthe Northern Territory, (SFNT), Department of the Attorney-General
and Justice provides the Northern Territory Government with whole-of-government
legal services. The Aboriginal Land Division of the SFNT provides specialist legal
services to the Northern Territory Government on Native Title and Aboriginal land
and related matters. It provides advice, legal representation and assistance on
issues concerning, or claims under, the NTA and the Aboriginal Land R^hts
(Northern Territory) Act 7976 (00). It also deals with land use agreements on both
Aboriginal Land and in relation to native title, and general land tenure issues. The
Division retains a core group of experienced solicitors to provide in-house legal
advice and representation on whole of Government strategic or sensitive issues
involving native title or Aboriginal Land matters. The Northern Territory does not
employ anthropologists or historians as part of its administration of the NTA.

The Terms of Reference forthe ALRC Inquiry relate to two specific areas:

I.



Connedion requirements relating to the recognition and scope of native title
rights and interests, including but notlimited to whether there should be:

o a presumption of continuity of acknowledgement and observance of
traditional laws and customs and connection;

o clarification of the meaning of "traditional" to allow forthe evolution and
adaptation of culture and recognition of "native title rights and
interests;"

o clarification that "native title rights and interests" can include rights and
interests of a commercial nature;

o confirmation that "connection with the land and waters" does riot
require physical occupation or continued recent empowerment use;
and

o empowerment of courts to disregard substantial interruption or change
in continuity of acknowledgement and observance of traditional laws
and customs where it is in the interests of justice to do so.

Any barriers imposed by the Act's authorisation and joinder provisions to
claimants', potential claimants' and respondents' access to justice.

In relation to these areas, the ALRC was requested to consider what, if any, changes
could be made to improve the operation of Commonwealth native title laws and legal
frameworks.

Overview of NorthernTerritoryGovernmentSubmission
This submission responds to the issues most relevant to the Northern Territory
Government's experience in the resolution of claims in the Northern Territory.

The Northern Territory supports initiatives that may enhance the operation of the
NTA and, in particular, efficient and effective claim resolution. On the basis of the
Northern Territory's experience with the NTA, the Northern Territory submits that
legislative amendment to the NTA is riot required to give effect to the tenor of the
reform agenda proposed by the ALRC. In the Northern Terntory context, many of
the proposed reforms have been achieved through principles of negotiation agreed
between the Territory, the native title party through the representative bodies, and
stakeholders.

Snapshot of Native Title in the Northern Territory
Approximately 47 percent of land in the Northern Territory and approximately 85
percent of its coastline is land granted as Aboriginal communal freehold pursuantto
the Aboriginal Land Rig^his (Northern Teito, y) Act 1976 (00) (ALRA).
Approximately 45 percent of land in the Northern Territory is pastoral lease land and
a further five percent of land in the Territory comprises other areas subject to the
NTA.

The Northern Territory submits that since the High Court's judgment in Mabo No. 2
there is a substantial body of jurisprudence and continuing developments in native
title law that have operated to aid consistency across jurisdictions with respect to the
matters the subject of the ALRC's Inquiry.

The Northern Territory has played an instrumental role in the development of native
title law following the High Court's decision in Mabo No. 2 including Fejo v Northern



Territory', YarmirrvNorthem Territory(Orokerls/andSea Claim)', Hayes vNorthem
Territory IAIice Spnhgs)', Wanda, ang, A1awa, Marra & Nga/akan Peoples vNorthern
Territory (St Vidgeon^ Roper River)', Ward on behalf of the Minuwung and
Galerrong Peoples v Western Australia', Hayes v Northern Territory', Grilliths v
Northern Territory', Northern Territory v A1yawari; Kaytety'e, Wurumungu, Wakaya
Native Title Claim Group', Risk v Nortfiem Territory (Darwin Part A1, and King v
Northern Territory ((Newcastle Waters)'0.

Having lingated a number of test cases to clarify the operation of various provisions
of the MrA, in more recenttimes, the Northern Termory's approach to the resolution
of native title claims is, in general terms, a twofold approach focusing on the large
number of pastoral estate claims and claims affecting remote and regional town
areas. It has been the position of successive Northern Territory Governments to
seek to achieve a negotiated resolution of native little claims. There have been no
substantive litigated claims in the Northern Territory since 2007. "

The Northern Territory has the largest number of claims, followed by Western
Australia and Queensland. It is anticipated that the number of claimant applications
filed in the Northern Territory will rise in the coining years as new claims are made
over pastoral lease areas in the Central Land Councilregion of the Northern Territory
and new whole-of-pastoral-lease claims are filed over existing "pastoral polygon"
claims in the Northern Land Council region. " The predicted extent of native title in
the Northern Territory is shown at the table at Attachment "B. " Accordingly, the
impact of the NTA in the Northern Territory is substantial. The resolution of claims in
turn creates a compensation liability on the Crown. It is expected that in the
post-determination environment of the coming years, native title holders will
increasingly seek compensation forthe extinguishment or impairment of their native
title rights and interests. One such claim is proceeding in the Northern Territory in
relation to the Town of Timber Creek".

There are approximately 71 native title determinations recognising the existence of
native title in the Northern Territory to date. 01these, 61 relate to pastoral land, 9
relate to land within a town and I to an area of land and offshore waters on the

Amhem Land coast (Croker Island). 60 of the 61 pastoral estate determinations

:t19981 HCA 58
2 119981 FCA 1185
3120001 FCA 671
4/20041 FCAFC 187
s[1998] FCA 1478
6120001 FCA 671
7t20071FCAFC 178
't2005jFCAFC 135
'[2006] FCA404
10/20071 FCA 1498
'' Grintl, s vNorthem Tar, ito, y 120071 FCAFC 178 and King vNortl, em Tern, ory [2007] FCA 1498 (discussed
below in this submission) were both determined in that year.
'~The "pastoral polygon" claims are clairns made in response to a section 29 NTA notice. The claims follow
the boundaries of the proposedgalled mining tenure. These claims, which make up Ihe bulk ofclainrs filed in
the Northern Land Councilregion, will never proceed to determination;that is, they are either disconiinued or
amended 10 the extent a new "whole of pastoral lease" claim overlaps with Ihe underlying polygon and is the
subject ofa consent determination.
'' Grinths v Northern Tern, 0, y 01T018/2011)



were achieved by consent. 7 of the 9 town determinations were by consent.
Consent determinations of native title affecting the pastoral estate are generally
consistent in the Northern Land Council and Central Land Councilregion. The
determinations of native title reached to date in the Northern Territory is shown in the
table at Attachment "A" "Current Extent of Native Title. " It is anticipated a further 18
consent determinations of pastoral estate claims will be achieved by the end of
20.41early 2015. Against this background, the Northern Territory submits that the
existing provisions of the NTA provide a sound basis to deliver efficient and effective
outcomes for all stakeholders.

The majority of claims filed in the Northern Territory relate to claims made overthe
pastoral estate in the Northern region of the Territory. As such, the Northern
Territory (and the Court's) focus is on resolution of these claims. These claims have
been identified by the Court (with the support of the parties) as the claims most
suited to resolution by way of consent determination. The Northern Land Councilis
the representative body for claims in this region. The second focus of the Northern
Territorys efforts in resolving claims relates to claims affecting regional and remote
town areas. Currently, claims affecting the towns of Borroloola and Katherine in the
northern region of the Northern Terntory are subject to programming orders of the
Federal Court. The Northern Territory Governments policy position in resolving
town claims includes both a consent determination of native title and the negotiation
of an ILUA which will release land fordevelopment and economic opportunity.

Processes Adopted by the Northern Territory to Streamline Resolution of
Pastoral Estate Claims/Evidentiary Requirements of the Northern Territory

King vNorthern Territory[2007] FCA 1498
In June 2007 His HonourJustice Moore delvered reasonsforjudgmentin the above
proceedings. Notwithstanding this claim was Migated, the orders made by the Court
were made by consent. Those orders recognised non-exclusive native title rights
and interests over pastoral leases within the Newcastle Waters area of the Northern
Territory. " The proceedings concerned six native title claims (or paris thereof) over
the whole of Newcastle Waters Station, nearly the whole of Murrenji Station, stock
routes within the external boundaries of the Stations, the proclaimed Town of
Newcastle Waters, a garbage reserve within the exlemal boundaries of Newcastle
Waters stations and a commonage reserve adjacent to the Town of Newcastle
Waters. The claimant group comprised 15 estate groups (or clans). None of the
respondent parties took any issue with the composition of the claimant group.

The central issue in the proceedings was the nature and scope of native title rights
and interests in land covered by subsisting and operating pastoral leases. In
mediation, prior to the hearing, these proceedings were identified as a test case with
the potential to establish a model of determination of native title rights and interests
over pastoral lease land.

Generally speaking, the decision of His Honour Justice Moore, led to a determination
of native title which was acceptable to the Northern Territory and which provided a

The determination also recocnised exclusive native line richis and interests in areas where section 47B of the
ITrA applied.
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practical, workable resolution of co-existing native title rights and interests and
pastoral lease rights. It was accepted by the representative body for claimants in the
Northern region of the Northern Terntory, the Northern Land Council, as a "template"
or at least a starting point for the negotiated resolution of other native title claims
over pastoral lease land.

Following the determination in the Newcastle Waters matters, allhe Court callover of
native title claims in January 2008, the Court indicated its desire to see all pastoral
claims in the Northern region of the Northern Territory resolved more expeditiously
on the basis of Justice Moore's determination. The Federal Court requested the
Northern Territory to inform the Court whether, with respect to claims affecting
pastoral leases in the Northern Territory, there was any particular feature of those
claims which gives rise to a dispute as to:

(a) the existence of a native title group at settlement;
(b) whether the present native title claim group has continued to practice

traditional laws and customs to the presenttime; and
(c) if not (that, is ifthere is no "special defence"), whether "Newcastle Waters

type" native title rights and interests should riot be recognised in a consent
determination.

Subsequently, the Federal Court requested the Northern Territory respond to these
identified issues in the context of claims affecting Towns in the Northern region of the
Northern Terntory.

With respectto the questions POSited by the Federal Court and on the basis of expert
arithropological advice obtained by the Northern Territory, the Northern Territory
determined its position as follows:

. it is riot possible for an anthropologist to refer either to the historical or
ethnographic record to comment upon the continuity/discontinuity of
traditional law and custom because the native title applications are "pro
forma" documents which do riot identify (except in a couple) the "Inbar
identity or language group affiliations of the applicant group;

. if Yorta Yorta requires, for the recognition of native title, that an applicant
group is a society which is united by its acknowledgement and observance of
law and custom, which society has continued substantially uninterrupted
since sovereignty, then determining the tribal identity/identities of claimants
and/or their linguistic affiliations is a first step towards identifying which
society is relevantto each claim;

. the applications appear to put forward claimant groups based upon a
Western Desert model(that is, multiple pathways of connection to land),
which is inappropriate outside of the Western Desert (which these claims are)
and is riot whatthe vast body of arithropological writing regards as was found
at sovereignty;

. ifthe applications were amended to put forward claimants based upon a
tribe/society modelidentiiied as a "proximate estate groups model" (as per
A1yawa, r(Murchison/Davenport) and Newcastle Waters), it would be possible
to make the assessment of continuity having regard to arithropological writing
-that is, by comparing like with like;



such a comparison would still require identification of estate areas,
genealogies, locations of sites, maps of travelling Dreamings and relevant
previous claims;
reference to claim materials and reports under the Aboriginal Land Rights
(Northern Territory) Act 7976 (0th) will riot provide assistance in assessment
of the applications because:

o claim books do riot stray from the area under claim to become
generally informative;

o they do riot show the extent of ^ribal"territories; or
o they do riot yield general ethnographies of groups.

Abort^nal Land R@his (Northern Territory) Act 1976 (Cth) matchals can,
however, indicate which arithropological model has been relied on under
those claims.

On this basis, the Northern Territory subsequently inforrned the Counthat:

I. there is no particular feature of any of the pastoral estate applications which
gives rise to a dispute as to the existence of a native title claim group at
settlement;

2. there is a particular feature of all of them which makes it impossible to
ascertain whether the claim group is a group which has continued to practice
theirtradilionallaws and customs since settlement; and

3. subject to extinguishment by tenure or public works, there is no particular
matter which gives rise to a dispute as to whether Newcastle Waters type
native title rights should riot be recognised.

Further, the Northern Territory informed the Courtthat, notwithstanding its position
with respect to the second point, this feature is riot a matter which rendered these
applications unsuitable to proceed to a consent determination.

By October 2008, the Court had convened a case management conference, chaired
by Their Honours Justice Mansfield and Reeves to identify the next steps toward
streamlining the pastoral estate claims. The case management conference was
attended by solicitors for the claimants, the Northern Territory and pastoralists, the
head of the Northern Land Council's arithropologicalteam and anthropologists
employed/engaged by the Northern Land Council, and the Northern Territorys
consultant anthropologist. PrincipalIy, there were three outcomes of the case
management conference:

that the large number of pastoral estate claims in the Northern region would
be grouped in to "group clusters" of 10 orso claims based on their geographic
and arithropological commonalities;

2. the large number of existing pastoral estate "polygon claims" would be
discontinued to allow for new whole-of pastoral lease claims to be determined;
and

3. that the Northern Territory would develop its Minimum Connection Material
Requirements for supporting connection reports for pastoral estate claims
identified as suitable for resolution by way of consent determination.

I.



By May 2009, the parties agreed the Northern Territory's Minimum Connection
Material Requirements. A copy of those requirements is attached at Attachment C.
As a general statement, approximately all of the pastoral matters determined in 2011
and 2012 on the "Current Extent of Native Title" table at Attachment A were
determined in accordance with the Minimum Connection Material Requirements.

Further streamlining of the Northern Territorys requirement for connection evidence
occurred in November 2010. Priorto this time, the Federal Court and the legal
representatives forthe Northern Territory, the Northern and Central Land Councils
and forthe major pastoral interests engaged co-operativeIy in endeavouring to find a
way of resolving the pastoral estate claims without having to provide the similar
evidence and use the same criteria that might be used ifthe matters were Migated.
Three areas of concern in terms of evidence identified to determine or agree the
continuing existence or otherwise of native title were:

(a) The provision of arithropological evidence going to proof of native title;
(b) The provision of evidence relating to publicworks; and
(c) The provision of evidence relating to pastoral improvements.

It had been agreed that the collection of this evidence is enonnously resource
intensive and had the potential to consume the scarce resources of all parties. The
Northern Territory Government obtained approval for new parameters for the
negotiated settlement of native title claims over pastoral lease land. Those new
parameters included the following:

ArithropologtoalEvidence
The Northern Territory accepting provision of an abbreviated arithropological report
identifying:

. The relevantclaimgroupandapicalancestors;

. A statement of the native title rights and interests sought, which would be
consistent with the rights and interests held to exist in King v Northern
Territory of AUSt^ra(2007)162 FCR 89;

. A list of the primary estate groups including representative biographical
material relating to a senior member of each group;

. A list of the secondary estate groups to the extentthat they can be
identified, or if they cannot be identified then a statement to the effect of
"other neighbouring groups in accordance with traditional laws and
customs"; and

. Amap indicating known sites and/ordreamingtracks.

The report, provided by an anthropologist who provides their expert opinion (which
includes a declaration pursuantto the Federal CourtPractice Note regarding Expert
Witnesses as to the completeness of enquiries she or he has made), contains the
necessary information concerning:

. Who holdsthe native title rightsand interestsclaimed;

. That the rights and interests are possessed under the traditional laws
acknowledged, and traditional customs observed, by the native title
holders;



That the acknowledgement and observance has continued substantially
uninterrupted since sovereignty by the native title holders and their
ancestors; and
That the native title holders, by those laws and customs, have a
connection with the land and waters the subject of the particular pastoral
lease.

Evidence relating topublic worksandcertairilandtypes
The work required to closely identify all public works was enormous. For example,
accurately locating and defining the operating area of every single Government
constructed bore within a pastoral lease and proving its construction by Government
is a huge task and the resources required were disproportionate to the outcome.
Accordingly, the Northern Territory applied a generic approach determining
extinguishment of native title to areas the subject of an identified range of commonly
occurring Government constructed infrastructure and a standard approach
recognising nori-exclusive native title rights in areas covered by stock routes and
stock reserves.

PastoralImprovementst5
The Northern Territory also adopted a standard approach detemiining
extinguishment of native title to areas the subject of pastoral improvements
consistent with the determination of the Court in King v Northern Territory of
AUSt^Iia (2007), 62 FCR 89.

It was anticipated that the adoption of a pragmatic and cooperative approach would
result in the speedier resolulion of the outstanding pastoral claims. That has been
the case. As a general statement, approximately all of the pastoral matters
determined in 2013 and 2014 on the "Current Extent of Native Title" table at
Attachment A were determined in accordance with the "shortform" approach. In our
view, the legal tests for connection have riot presented a significant bamer to the
recognition of native title, As rioted above, the majority of claims in the Northern
Territory are resolved by consent, not litigation. On this basis our view is that any
proposal to amend the connection requirements of the NTA is likely to lead to delays
and, probably, litigation.

As indicated above, the Northern Territory has worked co-operativeIy with
representative bodies and stakeholders to identity ways in which native title claims
could be resolved more efficiently and effectiveIy. Notwithstanding the connection
requirements of section 223 of the NTA, the Northern Territory has made significant
progress in resolving claims. As noted above, since 2007, the Northern Territory has
engaged with representative bodies and stakeholders to implement steps to further
streamline processes to resolve pastoral estate claims including:

not disputing the existence of native title holding group at sovereignty (subject
to extinguishment);

'' The HCA decision in Western Austin!in VBrow, I[2014] HCA 8 has ovenurned De Rose (No. 2)redardin, the
extinguishing effect of pastoral leases on native tide richts and interests. Both the Central and Northern Land
Councils have indicated Ihaiconsent determinations made by the Court prior to the decision in Brown will be
the subject of an application to amend.



progressing claims in "group clusters" based on geographical and
arithropological commonalities;
negotiating consent determinations of native title on pastoral leases based on
a shortform ortruncated supporting arithropological connection report;
agreeing a template "statement of agreed facts" and "joint submissions"in
support of all pastoral estate consent determinations;
relying on a generic list of public works existing on pastoral lease areas;
streamlining Governmental approval processes of consent determinations of
all pastoral estate claims.

Other measures, including relying on current tenure only for determining
extinguishment of native title on pastoral leases, have been put forward by the
Northern Territory and are under consideration by stakeholders. The issue of the
level of extraction oftenure data needs to be considered in a context where:

(a) the Northern Territory has not disputed the existence of traditional Aboriginal
societies at sovereignty;

(b) in most cases Aboriginal communities in the Northern Terntory have
maintained a level of traditional activity;

(0) in most cases the rights to be recognised are non-exclusive and subject to the
rights held under a pastoral lease;

(d) Northern Termory pastoral leases are subject, among other things, to a
reservation in favour of the "Aboriginal inhabitants of the Northern Territory'

hich permits Aborigines who ordinarily reside on the land to enter and be on
the land, to take and use waters, to take or kill wild animals for food orfor
ceremonial purposes; and

(e) having regard to the history of land development in the Northern Territory, it is
unlikely that pastoral land will have previously been subject to historical tenure
which extinguished all native title rights and interests.

The Northern Territory also submits that its negotiating principles for resoMng claims
affecting pastoral leases has led to expediting resolution of the pastoral estate
claims. Whilst the group clustering of native title pastoral estate claims has
presented difficulties for the Northern Land Council (for example, the resources
required to progress to or more claims at the one time) and some issues forthe
Northern Territory government's administration of land in the Northern Terntory (for
example, the amendment of underlying polygon claims only to the extentthe claim
area falls outside the whole-of-pastoral lease claim to be determined)", in the main,
the approach has, to date, worked to expedite the resolution of pastoral estate
claims. For example, with respect to 16 new whole-of-pastoral lease claims in the
"Group 8" group cluster, these claims were filed between September and October
2011 and were datennined in October 2013.

As a final remark, on 31 May 2011 the Federal Court made consent orders on
country at Keep River National Park with respect to a number of pastoral lease
claims collectively known as the "Group 4 Auvergne matters. " In giving reasons for
judgment, His HonourJustice John Mansfield made the following remarks:

'' As can be seen from Allachmenr B "Northern Territory Predicted Extent orNaiive Title as at May 2014"
approxin^rely 70 of the 122 current NTDAs are identified as "pastoral polyoon claims 10 be discontinued o
amended. "



The Northern Territory Government, as I am sure the Northern Land Council
representatives will agree, has at antimes been cooperative with and receptive to
the idea of the recognition by Australian ^w of native title within the Northern
Territory. In the lasti^wyears, after exploring with the Court a number of ways in
which that recognition could be achieved in a more timely manner, the Northern
Territory Government has taken a step which no other government has yettaken
within Australia yet. In conjunction with the Northern Land Courier, the Northern
Territory has come to an agreement aboutwhatevidence is required to establtsh that
the people in whose I^vourthe native title ^ to be recognised are the rightpeople for
that Country. The approach agreed by the Government and the Land Councilpays
due respectto arithropological evidence as we" as the evidence of the Indigenous
people, and to the regard of a" to see the lustresolution of these claims as qutok!y,
inexpensively and efficiently as poss^Ie. All governments around AUStral^ have
taken the view that, because of the significance of the recognition that Indigenous
rights and interests have extsted since time jinmemoria^ it is importantto make sure
that those interests didexist and do exist andthatthe rightpeople forthe country are
being recognised. That is a heavy responsibility. Governments aroundAustralia
have taken different views as to how they shouki fullilthat responsfoility. The
Northern Ternto, y Government has in recent times, and after the experience of
considering a number of claims, taken a view which we are allconiident will bring
about a much more promptrecognition of native title throughoutthe northern part of
the Northern Territory under the responsibMty/ of the Northern Land Council. It ^ to
be cornmended for its wisdom and fores@h* and for its Ilex^illty, . It has been abbr
advised by the legal team to which Ihave rel^red. It is verysatisfy, ing to be able to
saythatttie Northern Territory Government hasbeen so supportive in Iacilitatingand
adopting a meansby winch it, on behaftof", e who^ of the Territory community, can
proceed nowtoa speedyrecognition of native titleclaims.

Northern Territory Responsetolssues Paper
Questions I to 4 of the Issues Paper relate to defining the scope of the Inquiry. In
relation to Question I, the draft Principles developed by the ALRC to inform its
Inquiry are provided at pages 18-21 of the Issues Paper. The Northern Territory
considers the Preamble and Objects of the NTA are sufficient with respect to the
recognition and protection of native title rights and interests. Further, the text of the
Preamble and Objects of the NTA operate as an important historical record to the
common law(MadoN0. 2)which preceded enactment of the NTA.

The recognition and protection of native title rights and interest under the NTA does
riot, and cannot, guarantee social and economic development for native title holders.
Multiple factors affect whether native title holders can benefitfrom the recognition of
their rights and interests in land and waters. Recognition and protestion of native
title under the NTA is a starling point but riot a complete answer to the social and
economic issues which may face native title holders.

Section 2230fthe 11,714

The Northern Territory submits that the law in relation to connection evidence is
largely settled and, at a practical level, does riot present an impediment to the
resolution of claims. Any proposal to depart from the approach to connection
evidence requirements practised in the Northern Territory (and supported to date by
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the Federal Court) would, in our view, lead to potential uncertainty and a reduction in
the speedy resolution of claims. We are also concerned that if the tests for
connection are substantially amended, this will lead to uncertainties that will only be
resolved by litigation.

Section 2230) of the NTA requires that in order to gain recognition and protection of
native title rights and interests through a determination of native title, claimants must
show that they have maintained a "connection" to the land or waters over which
those native title rights and interests are claimed. It also requires that the rights and
interests claimed are recognised by the common law of Australia. The Northern
Territory submits that the decisions of the High Court in Yorta Yo, ta" and Ward
(HC)" and the Full Federal Court in Ward' and De Rose?', provide guidance as to
whatis required in order to show the necessary connection and that conne^ion has
been maintained. The Federal Court must be satisfied that:

I. There is a recognisable society that presently recognises and observes
traditional laws and customs with respect to the claim area;

2. The group or society has continued to exist as a group acknowledging and
observing those laws and customs since sovereignty;

3. The observance of those traditional laws and customs by that group or society
has continued substantially uninterrupted since sovereignty;

4. By those laws and customs, the claimants have a connection in relation to the
claim area; and

5. The native title rights and interests claimed are possessed under those
traditional laws and customs.

The Northern Territory submits that these legal tests forthe proof and recognition of
native title are riot unduly onerous on native title claimants and nor do the
requirements create a barrier for native title claimants to have theirrights recognised.
In relation to Question 5 of the Issues Paper, the Northern Territory submits that
section 223 of the NTA adequately reflects how Aboriginal and Torres Straitlslander
people understand conne^ion to land and waters (rioting however that that
understanding is in the context of the operational requirements of the NTA and that
the question is really a matter for representative bodies to answer).

Presumption of Continuity
Questions 6 to 9 of the Issues Paper consider whether a rebutlable "presumption of
continuity' should be introduced into the NTA and, if so, how it should be formulated.
The concept of a presumption was first raised by His Honour Justice French in His
Honours speech to the Federal Court's Native Title User Group in Adelaide in July
2008 entitled "Lifting the Burden of Native title - Some Modest Proposals for
Improvement. "

His Honour suggested that:

' Menibersqfihe Yo, t@ Yort@Aboriginal Coinm""fly v Victoria (2002) 77 AUR 356
'' Westen, AUS, relic v Word(2002) 76 AUR 1098
'' Westen, A"strungv Word(2000) 99 FCR316
200e Rose vso, ,, hA"sir@!i@ 120031 FCAFC 286
'' Later published in [2008] FedJSch0118
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'It may be possible to I^hten some of the burden of making a case for a
determination, whether in litigation ormediation, by a change to the ^wso that some
elements of the burden of proofare lifted from applicants. A presumption may be
applied in a variety of ways in favour of native title applicants. It could be applied to
presume continuity of the relevant society' and the acknowledgement of its traditional
laws and observance of its customs from sovereignty to the present time. A lad
sufficientto engage such a presumption might be that the native title claim group
acknowledges laws andobse, yes customs which members of the group reasonably
believe to be, or to have been, tradittonallaws and customs acknowledged and
observed by theirancestors. And ifby those laws and customs the people have a
connection with the land or waters today, in the sense explained earl^r, then a
continuity of that connection, since sovereignty, mightalso be presumed. "

His Honourfurther considered that'^uch a presumption would enable the parties, if"'
were not to be challenged, to disregard a substantial interruption in continuity of
acknowledgment and observance of traditional laws and customs. Were it desired,
the provision could expressly authorise dtsregard of substantial interruptions in
acknowledgment and observance of traditional law and custom unless and until
proofofsuch interruption was establtshed. "

His Honourthen proposed the form of a provision containing a presumption along
the following lines:

(1) This section applies to an application for a native title determination brought
under section 61 of the Act where the following circumstances exist:

(a) the native title claim group defined in the application applies for a
determination of native title rights and interests where the rights and
interests are found to be possessed under laws acknowledged and
customs observed by the native title claim group;

(b) members of the native title claim group reasonably believe the laws and
customs so acknowledged to be traditional;

(0) the members of the native title claim group, by theirlaws and customs
have a connection with the land orwaters the subject of the application;

(d) the members of the native title claim group reasonably believe that
personsfromwhom one ormore of them was descended, acknowledged
and observed traditional laws and customs at sovereignty by which those
persons had a connection with the land orwaters the subject of the
application.

(2) Where this section applies to an application it shall be presumed in tile absence
of proofto the contrary:

(a) that the laws acknowledged and customs observed by the native title
claim group are traditional laws and customs acknowledged and observed
at sovereignty;



(b) that the native title claim group has a connection with the land or waters
by those traditional laws and customs;

(0) ifthe native title rights and interests asserted are capable of recognition by
the common law then the facts necessary forthe recognition of those
rights and interests by the common law are established.

The Northern Territory submits, firstly, that the proposal for a presumption of
continuity will have little practical effect in the Northern Tenttory. In practice, a
rebuttable presumption operates in the context of resolution of pastoral estate
claims. However, the Northern Territory submits that a rebutlable presumption of
continuity should riot be introduced into the NTA on the basis that:

the presumption will operate where the circumstances in (1)(a) to (d) exist
such that some measure, test or proof will be required to establish that the
circumstances exist;
the "reasonable belief' requirement in (1)(b) and (d) of the draft provision is
not an appropriate standard of proofforthe foundation of the native title rights
and interests asserted;
it is not clear that a presumption of continuity will mitigate the "burden" of
bringing native title determination applications;
a presumption in favour of the claimants is likely to lead to overlapping claims
on the basis that the requirements for connection are reduced to a
"reasonable belief' that the native title rights derive from traditional laws
acknowledged and customs observed;
a presumption, removing, in effect, the requirement of a traditional society
would increase the likelihood of claims being made by persons who do riot,
traditionally, hold native title rights and interests in the claim area; and
the presumption would riot obviate the Northern Territorys requirement to
assess evidence of connection (albeit on a truncated basis).

Themea"ing @f"traditional"
An application under the NTA for a determination of native title requires factual
evidence that native title exists and has existed since sovereignty. Claimants must
show that the group and its predecessors had an association with the area, that
there are traditional laws and customs of the claimants, and that the group has
continued to hold native title in accordance with those traditional laws and customs
(sections 62(I)(b)(c), (2)(e) NTA). In Wardthe majority of the High Court stated that
section 223(,)(b) requires consideration of whether, by the traditional laws
acknowledged and the traditional customs observed by the peoples concerned, they
have a 'connection' with the land and waters. First, this requires that the indigenous
claimants identify the content of traditional laws and customs. That is, the claimants
must particularise the content of the rights and interests held pursuant to those
traditional laws and customs. It is clear that a connection cannot be established
without demonstrating the existence of a traditional system of laws and customs.

In the Northern Territory, the requirement for native title claimants to evidence that
their native title rights and interests are possessed under traditional laws
acknowledged and customs observed has been uricontroversial. For example, in



Grimths v Northern Territory" His Honour Justice Weinberg determined that the
members of the claim group "continue to acknowledge traditional laws and to
observe traditional customs in much the same way as their ancestors did over many
generations and that there had riot been a fundamental change in the normative
system that governs right to country in the claim area, but a gradual shift from a
painlinealto a cognatic system and that this shift continues today. However, the
crucial point being that rights to country in Timber Creek are and always have been
based upon principles of descent. The shift to cognation is one of emphasis and
degree. his riot a revolutionary change, giving rise to a new normative system. "

With respect to Question 11 of the Issues Paper as to whether there should be a
definition of "traditional" or ',:raditionallaws and customs"in section 223 of the NTA,
the Northern Territory considers this unnecessary. The definition of native title in
section 223 of the NTA derives from Brennan J's judgment in Mabo No. 2. Further, if
such definitions were included in section 223, there is the potential forthe definitions
to be tested which may lead to a wave of litigation. Section 223 of the NTA
expressly recognises that native title rights and interests are possessed under
traditional laws and customs and that Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people
have a connection with land or waters by those laws and customs. We are
concerned about the potential that any new definitions of "traditionaT would lead to
an assertion of native title being based on non-traditional or contemporary rights in
land. We note here that the definition of "Aboriginal tradition" in section 3 of the
ALRA is the kind of broad, snapshot-in-time definition of "tradition" which is riot
appropriate in the context of claims made pursuantto the NTA. There have been
some cases in the Northern Territory where an indigenous individual or family group
has asserted native title rights and interests in an existing claim area on the basis of
an historical residency or association to the claim area. We share the views of
supporting arithropological reports provided in relation to pastoral estate claims that
such assertions are not based in "traditional laws and customs. " Potentially,
broadening the definition of "liraditional" may see an increase in overlapping claims
orintra-indigenous disputes.

Native titlea"dr^htsa"dinterests of a commercial"arure
Whether native title rights and interests are determined to include commercial rights
is a matter forthe Courtto determine on the evidence of each case.

The 2010 HCA determination in Akina" of the native title right to take resources
including the rightto take marine resources fortrading or commercial purposes was
made on the basis of a factual foundation; that is that the traditional laws
acknowledged and customs observed by the native title holders evidenced the
existence of the ri ht. This is to be compared with the determination in Yamfu. r v
Northern Territo ' where the Court determined that there was no evidence that
since European contactthe members of the Crokerlsland community had engaged
in trade, either by way of sale or eXchange in the "sustenance or other" resources of
the waters of the claimed area. The Court determined there was no evidence to
suggest that trade in the resources of the claimed area formed part of the traditional

^120061 FCA903
'' LeoAkiba on behayqf, he TorresStr@it Regional Seas Claim Group v Commonivea!, h of Australia 120131

24[1998] FCA 1185
HCA33
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customs of the applicants' ancestors, and in any event such trade as there may have
been conducted is no longer engaged in.

Accordingly, the Northern Territory does not support any proposal to amend the NTA
to the effectthat native title rights and interests include rights of a commercial nature.

Physical occupation, continued orrece"t"se
The Northern Territory submits that the connection of a native title holding group to
the claim area under traditional!aws and customs will inevitably include physical as
well as spiritual and cultural elements. Physical occupation may be severed by the
impact of settlement. However, the courts have determined that this does not
necessarily result in a failure to prove continuing connection. In De Rose (No. 21'
the Full Federal Court held that a continuing physical connection between the
claimant community or group and the claim area is riot necessary. However, the
length of time during which members of the community or group have riot used or
occupied the land may have an important bearing on whether traditional laws and
customs have been acknowledged and observed. Similarly in Western Australia v
Ward", the Court determined that"actual physical presence upon the land in pursuit
of traditional rights to live and forege there, and the performance of traditional
ceremonies and customs, would provide clear evidence of the maintenance of the
connection with the land. However, the spiritual connection, and performance of
responsibility for the land can be maintained even where physical presence has
ceased. "

The Northern Territory submits, with respectto Question 16 of the Issues Paper, that
no changes should be made to native title laws and legal frameworks to addressthe
issue of physical occupation. Further, with respectto Question 17, on the basis of
the above, the Northern Territory does riot consider that the NTA should be
amended to include confirmation that connection with land and waters does not
require physical occupation orcontinued or recent use.

Substantialinterruption
The Northern Territory submits that the nature and incidents of native title in a
particularcase are matters offactto be ascertained by the evidence in support ofthe
claim. The Northern Territory further submits that it is riot necessary forthere to be a
definition of "substantial interruption" in the NTA as the concept of native title
including the proof of native title has been the subject of considerable judicial
consideration and clarification with the Courts acknowledging the impacts of
settlement upon native title. Two early cases following Mabo No. 2 illustrate this
point.

First, as to proving native title pursuantto the NTA, in Re Waanyi(No. 21', French J
offered a number of propositions derived from Brennan J in Mabo (No. 2) including
the following:

I. Where a clan or group has continued to acknowledge the laws and (so far as
practicable) to observe the customs based on the traditions of that clan or
group, whereby their traditional connexion with the land has been

25120051 FCAFC 110
26(2000) 99 FCR 316
.7(1995) 129 A1, R 1/8
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substantially maintained, the traditional community title of that claim or group
can be said to remain in existence. The common law can, by reference to the
traditional laws and customs of an indigenous people identify and protectthe
native title rights and interests to which they give rise;

2. Where there is no longer any real acknowledgement of traditional law and any
real observance of traditional customs the foundation of native title has
disappeared;

3. Traditional laws and customs will daterrnine the incidents of native title;
4. The laws and customs of people may change and the rights and interests of

members of the people among themselves change accordingly. But so long
as an identifiable community remains, the members of which are identified by
one another as members of that community living under its laws and customs,
the communal native title survives to be enjoyed by the members according to
the rights and interests to which they are respectively entitled under the
traditionally based laws and customs as currently acknowledged and
observed.

Similarly, in Mason v Triton", Kimy P indicated a number of propositions regarding
proving native title including:

I. Evidence of change in the indigenous community's traditional laws and
customs is not of itselffatalto a claim for native title. Rather, the claimant will
enjoy native title to the extent to which the traditional laws and customs are
currently acknowledged and observed;

2. Substantial change in the traditional laws and customs of an indigenous
community may result in the recognition afforded to that native title being
somewhatless that the exclusive use, occupation and possession afforded to
the inhabitants of the Island of Merin the Mabo case. "

These principles have been adopted in a number of determinations including Risk v
Northern Territory"and G, iifiths vNontiern Tentto, y".

Accordingly, in the Northern Territory's view, "substantial interruption" in the
acknowledgement and observance of traditional laws and customs is a critical factor
in the Court making a determination of native title. In the Northern Termory's
experience, with the exception of the Court's detennination in Larrakia Part A" there

"(1994)34 NSWLR572
'"'Lainkia Pan A" or, he "Darwin and surrounds claim"[2006] FCA404
30/20071FCAFC 178
'' His Honour justice Mansfield tat 8341 determined that "... the Larrakia people, halts the present society
comprising the harmkia people, do not now have rights and interests possessed under the traditional laws
acknowledged, and the Indinonalcusioms observed, by the Larrakia people alcoverejoiny. That is because Ido
riot rind Ihatiheircurrenilaws and customs are Traditional'in the sense explained in Yona Yorta. ." And
continuing all8351 His Honour found that "there is considerable ambiguity, and sonre inconsistency, aboutihe
currentlaws and customs DEIhe Lamakia people which Ihave discussed in my findinos when considering the
evidence. There are also in my view significant changes in those laws and customs from those which existed at
sovereignty. Again, Ihave discussed my findings when considerinc the evidence. Those dittorences and changes
SICm from, and are caused by, a combination of Ihe historical events which occurred during the 20" Century.
Those events have given rise to a substantial interruption in the practice onhe traditional laws and customs or
the Larrakia people as they existed at sovereigniy and at selllemeni, so that their practice and enjoyment has not
continued since sovereignty. Innd that the presentlaws and customs of the harmkia people are not simply an
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have been no significant issues with the requirement of native title claimants to
establish continuity of acknowledgement and observance of traditional laws and
customs that have been "substantially uninterrupted" since sovereignty. As
discussed in this submission, the Northern Territory accepts there existed a native
title holding group at sovereignty in the Northern Territory and does riot require (in
the context of consent determinations of native title on pastoral leases) historic,
ethnographic or arithropological evidence of the traditional laws and customs
acknowledged and observed by the native title claimants as at sovereignty. Further,
the Northern Territory submits that over time Courts have interpreted this
requirement beneficialIy.

Authorisation

The Northern Territory submits that the definition of "authorise" contained in section
251B of the NTA is a necessary safeguard in relation to claimant applications for a
determination of native title rights and interests (including amendment applications),
compensation applications and in relation to negotiations of an indigenous land use
agreement under the NTA. Authorisation, in the case of claimant applications and
compensation applications gives the applicant the power to deal with all matters
arising under the NTA in relation to the application (section 62A). The authorisation
provisions of the NTA give certainty that there exists a decision making process
within the native title group and that there has been compliance with that process.
Alternatively, the NTA provides where there is no decision making process under the
traditional laws and customs of the native title group, the claim group can agree to
and adopt a decision making process. Accordingly, the Northern Territory submits
that the authorisation provisions in the NTA should be retained.

With respect to applications made pursuantto section 66B of the NTA (replacing the
applicant), the Northern Territory has riot, to our best recollection, ever objected to
an application (in the Northern Land Councilregion, such applications are made by
interlocutory application, supported by an affidavit which attests to the authorisation
meeting and the decision making processand by consent order). In most cases, the
application is made on the basis that one of the named claimants has passed away.
To the best of our recollection, there has been only one instance where one or more
members of the claim group has sought to replace an applicant on the basis of
section 66B(I)((a)(jin) or(iv); namely where the person is no longer authorised by the
claim group to make the application and to deal with matters arising in relation to it or
where the person has exceeded the authority given to him or her by the claim group
to make the application and to deal with matters arising in relation to it, '2

With respectto Question 30 of the Issues Paper, namely:

"Should theNTA beamendedtoclariiywhether:
(a)the claimgroup can define the scope of the authody'of the applicant;and
(b) the appffcantcan act by majority"

the Northern Territory would generally supportthe proposal to clarify the operation of
section 66B of the NTA, however the Northern Territory would riot support an

adapiaiion or evolution onhe traditional laws and customs of the Larrakia people in response to economic,
environmental and historical and other changes. "
'' See related cases Fosterv g"e Noy [2008] FCAFC 56, Qine Noy v Northern Territory 12007] FCA 1888
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amendment that was overly prescriptive, limiting or restrictive with respect to what
matters have and have riot been authorised. In our view, amendments in that regard
have the potential to lead to disputes as to what was and was riot authorised.

Joinder

Respondent parties to claimant applications in the Northern Territory are generally
limited in number to pastoral respondents and Telstra. Infrequently, a competing
indi 'tt " d;h 'indigenous interest may join as a respondent; however, if there are competing
assertions as to the identity of the native title claimant group, these issues are
resolved with/withoutthe court's involvement prior to detemtination and the Northern
Territory generally only appears in those proceedings as amieus Gunae.

The Northern Territory welcomes the Commonwealth's decision to reinstate a
respondent funding assistance scheme for legal representation and disbursement
costs incurred in native title proceedings. Pastoral respondents are major
stakeholders to claims in the Northern Territory and as discussed in this submission,
have played an important part in streamlining processes to progress pastoral estate
claims to resolution.

With respect to Question 31 of the Issues Paper, the Northern Territory submits that
the joinder provisions contained in section 84(5), (8) and (9) of the NTA do riot
impose barriers in relation to access to justice. These provisions give the Court
discretion to join parties whose interests may be affected by a determination of
native title or discretion to remove parties on the basis of the matters set out at
section 84(9) of the NTA. Generally speaking, there have been no issues of
prejudice or delaywilh respectto the operation of the joinder provisions of the NTA.
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Aboriginal Land DMslon, Solicitorfor the Northern Territory
Department of Attorney-General and Justice

CURRENTEXTENTOF NATIVEnTLEINTHE NORTHERNTERRITORY

173 determinations anat May 203,411Consentdetermlnation exceptwhere indicated)

NativeTi". Nori-Claim Nann Federal Exclusive and CommentsExclusive
CourtNo. riotfoundto exclusive nonexcluslvenative title

datam, Ina"on domininatlon dotemination(Determined exist(or
Gadn uiahed of native title of na ve titlematron

TownofKalkarlndji 120141FCA Exclusive and
421 nori-exclusive

I.

2.

3.

4.

5.

BushyParkPastora1 120141FCA
Lease 422

TandyidgeePastora1 120141FCA
Lease 156

[2014] FCARocktiampton Downs 158

120141 FCAA1roy Downs 153
Brunette Downs 120141 FCA
Pastoral Lease 154

EvaDownsPaslora1 120141FCA
Lease 158

BrunchillyPastora1 120141FCA
Lease 155

Arithony Lagoon [2014] FCA
Pastoral Lease 157

Margaret Downs 120131 FCA
Pastoral Lease 1084

120131 FCANenen Pastoral
Lease 1083

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

I I .

Current Extent of Native Title May 20.4 SNRD, .411,018

Non-exclusive

Nori-exclusive

AnACHMENTA

Nori- exclusive

Nori-exclusive

Non- exclusive

Non- exclusive

Non-exclusive

Nori-exclusive

Nori-exclusive

Nori-exclusive
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12.

13

Claim Name

14.

15.

Middle Creek
Pastoral Lease
Providence Pastora
Lease
Lainzona Pastoral
Lease
Western Creek
Pastoral Lease
Gorrle Pastoral
Lease

SundayCreek
Pastoral Lease

Dry River Pastoral
Lease
Birdum Creek
Pastoral Lease

Avago Pastoral
Lease
CowCreek Pastora
Lease
Tanee Pastoral
Lease
Bloodwood Downs
Pastoral Lease

Wyworrle Pastoral
Lease
Lakefield Pastoral
Lease

16.

Aboriginal Land DMsion, Solicitorforthe Northern Territory
Department of AttorneyGeneralandJustice

ExclusiveNativeTitle Nori-Federal Exclusive and Comments
Co it No. riotfoundto exclusive native flue nonexcluslve

(Determined exist(or determination determination determination
Gadn ul. h of native title of native titlematters

120131 FCA Nori-exclusive
1086

120131 FCA
1082

120131 FCA
1076

120131 FCA
1072

120131 FCA
1075

120131 FCA
1078

120131 FCA
1080

120131 FCA
1081

120131 FCA
1070

[2013] FCA
1074

t2013jFCA
1069

[2013] FCA
1079

t20131 FCA
1077

120131FCA
1073

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

Current Extent of Native Title May 20L4SNFTD, .41.10L8

Non-exclusive

Nori-exclusive

Nori-exclusive

Nori-exclusive

AnACHMENTA

Non-exclusive

Nori-exclusive

Nori-exclusive

Nori-exclusive

Nori-exclusive

Non-exclusive

Non-exclusive

Nori-exclusive

Nori-exclusive
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Aboriginal Land Division, Solicitorfor the Northern Territory
Department of Attorney-General and Justice

Federal Nativetitle Nori- Exclusive Exclusive and Comments
Court N . riotfoundto exc1 81ve nonexclusivenatlve title

(Dabmiined unst(or delemlnation dotemlna"on determination
Galn ul. hmatters or native tide of nativeItIt10

Mount Doreen 12013jFCA Nori-exclusivePastoral Lease 637

NapperbyPastora1 120131FCA
Lease 636

GlenHelenPastora1 120121FCA
Lease 1044

NewhavenPastora1 12010jFCA
Lease 1343

Georgina Downs &
120121 FCALake Nash Pastoral
845

Leases

Town ofDalyWaters [2012] FCA
673

Beetaloo Pastoral 120121 FCA
Lease 683

Hayfield Pastoral 120121 FCA
Lease 672
Vennelha Pastoral [2012] FCA
Lease 671
Kala!a Pastoral 120121 FCA
Lease 670

Ucharonidge [2012] FCA
Pastoral Lease 669
Shenandoah [2012] FCA
Pastoral Lease 668

Mungabroom 120121 FCA
Pastoral Lease 667
ForrestHillPastora1 2012 FCA

26.

27.

Claim Name

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34

35.

36.

37.

38.

39.

Current Extent of Native Title May 2014SNFTD, .4/1. ,. 01.8

Non-exclusive

Nori-exclusive

Nori-exclusive

Nori-exclusive

AnACHMENTA

Nori-exclusive

Nori-exclusive

Nori-exclusive

Non-exclusive

Nori-exclusive

Nori-exclusive

Nori-exclusive

Nori-exclusive

Nori-exclusive
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40.

Claim Name

41.

42.

Lease

Marylield Pastoral
Lease

Ainungee Mungee
Pastoral Lease

Town of Malaranka

Malaranka (Cave
Creek Station
Kurundi Pastoral
Lease
Neutral Junction
Pastoral Lease
Cainfleld Pastoral
Lease

Dungowan Pastoral
Lease

Montejinni East
Pastoral Lease

MontejinniWest
Pastoral Lease
Birrimba Pastoral
Lease

Killamey Pastoral
Lease

Spirit Hills Pastoral
Lease No. 2
Auver ne Pastoral

43.

Aboriginal Land Division, Solicitorforthe Northern Territory
Department of Attorney-General and Justice

Federal Na"venue Nori- Exclusive Exclualveand Comments
Court No. riot undto oxenrslv n venue nonexclu. ive
(Determined exist(or dabrmlnatlon determination determination

exlln ul. had @1na" fluematters o1 native title
666

12012j FCA
665

120121 FCA
664

120121 FCA
223

12012j FCA
255

1201/1 FCA
766

1201/1 FCA
765

1201/1 FCA
580

1201/1 FCA
581

1201/1 FCA
582

1201/1 FCA
583

1201/1 FCA
584

1201/1 FCA
585

1201/1 FCA
576
2011 FCA

44.

45.

46.

47.

48.

49.

50.

51.

52.

53.

Native title
does riot exist

Current Extent of NatlveTitle May 20L4SNFr014/,. Lore

Nori- exclusiv

Nori-exclusive

Nori-exclusive

AnACHMENTA

Non-exclusive

Nori-exclusive

Nori-exclusive

Exclusive and
non-exclusive

Nori-exclusive

Nori-exclusive

Nori-exclusive

Exclusive and
nori-exclusive

Non-exclusive

Non-exclusive
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54.

Claim Name

55.

56.

Lease
Rosewood Pastoral
Lease

Newry Pastoral
Lease
Bullo River Pastoral
Lease

Legune Pastoral
Lease

00ratippra Pastoral
Lease

57.

Aboriginal Land Division, Solicitor for the Northern Territory
Department of Attorney-General and Justice

ExclusiveNativeTitle Nori-Federal Exclusiveand Comments
CourtNo. riotf@undto exclualve nonexcluslvanative""e

(Determined exlst(or determination determination determination
ex. In ulah title of native titlematter. o

571

1201/1 FCA
572

1201/1 FCA
573

t20/11 FCA
574

1201/1 FCA
575

1201/1 FCA
428

58.

59.

60.

61.

62.

Newhaven Pastoral
Lease

Singleton Pastoral
Lease
Pine Hill Pastoral
Lease
Town of Elliotl

63

64.

120101 FCA
1343

120101 FCA
911

120091 FCA
834

120091 FCA
800

Newcastle Waters -

Murranji Pastoral
Leases

Current Extent of Native fitle May 20L4 SNFrD, .411,008

Nori-exclusive

Nori-exclusive

Tennant Creek N02

Non-exclusive

Non-exclusive

AnACHMENTA

1200n FCA
1498

Nori-exclusive

120071 FCA
1386

Nori-exclusive

Exclusive

Non-exclusive

Nori-exclusive
native title

Aboriginal
owned
astorallease

Exclusive and
nori-exclusive
native title

Exclusive and
nori-exclusive
native title

Utigated
Determination.

Orders by
consent.

Utigated
Determination.

Orders by
consent.
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Claim Name

66.

Town of timber
Creek

67.

Fademl Nativeflue Nori- Excluelve Excluslveand Commenta
CourtNo. riotfoundto axelu. Ive native""e nonexclusive
(Determined exist(or determination determination determination

exlln ulshed of native titlematters of native title

120061 FCA Exclusive and Lingated
1155 non-exclusive Determination

Larrakia (Part A -
consolidated

roceedin

Blue Mud Bay N02

120071
FCAFC 178

120061 FCA
404

120071
FCAFC23

DarenporVMurchison (2005) 145
FCR 442;
(2005) 220
ALR 431;
120051
FCAFC 135

Aboriginal Land Division, Solicitorforthe Northern Territory
Department of AttorneyGeneraland Justice

Native title
does riot exist

Current ExtentofNative Title May 20L4SNFr014/,. long

ATrACHMENTA

Nori-exclusive

Nori-exclusive
native title in
the intentdal
zone and outer
waters

Litigated
Determination

Exclusive
native title to
land and inland
waters
Nori-exclusive
native title
exists on NTP
4386 and NTP
4387

Utigated
Determination

Exclusive
native title
exists in the

Utigated
Determination
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Claim Name

70.

71.

Minuwung-Galerrong 120031
(Northern Territory) FCAFC283

UrapungaTownship 1200/1FCA
654

SIVidgeon's(Roper 120041
River)(StVidgeon's FCAFCt87
Homeslead Station,
a gazetted stock
route. the banks of
the Roper River and
river beds of the

Roper, Towns and
Urnmen Bightrivers.
to the extentthat
the are tidal.

Allce Springs

Nativeflue Nori-Federal Exclusive Exclusiveand Comments
nonexcluslveriotfoundto exclusive native UuoCourt No.

(Detainlned .XIat pr dabmilnatlon determination determination
extln ul. h o1 native title o1 native titlemanors

Townof
Hatches Creek

72.

73.

Aboriginal Land Division, Solicitorforthe Northern Territory
Department of AttorneyGeneralandJustice

Croker Island

Current Extent of Native Title May 20.4 SNFrD, .411.0L8

Nori-exclusive
native title

120001 FCA
671

119981 FCA
1185

Non-exclusive
native title

AnACHMENTA

Exclusive
native title

Nori-exclusive
native title
Nori-exclusive
native title

Litigated
Determination.

Orders by
Consent

Utigated
Determination

Utigated
Determination

Utigated
Determination

Lingated
Determination
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Claim Name

I.

ATTACHMENTB
Aboriginal Land DMsion

Solicitorfor the Northern Territory
Department of the Attorney-General and Justice

NorthernTerrltoiy Predicted ExtentofNatlveTltle asat May 201.4
trotalcurrent mattersg ,221

2.

Borroloola Region

Boneloola/Gulf Region

3.

4.

Edward PellewSeas

5.

WestAmhem Seas

Jabiru Township

6

7.

Native Title riot Nonexelusiv.
likely lobefound determination of
toexls, (orllkely native titlelilrely
to be

eatin uished

NT06020/, 998 Extinguished in
art

NT0602t/1998 Extinguished in
art

Federal Court
No.

Bindshaw Station
Daly River

8.

9.

Town of Katherine

Portion 4724 Adolaide River

10.

NT06024/1998

NT06025/1998

Middle Arm

NT06027/, 998 Determination that
no native title
exists

Predlded extent of native title SFNTDj4/Log99

NT06028/, 998
NT06042/1998 Detainlnaliontriat

no native title
exists

NT06002/1999 Exb'riguishedin
art

NT06005/1999 Extinguished

Both exclusive
and nori-
exclusive
determination of
native title likel
Exclusive and
non-exclusive
Exclusive and
nori-exclusive

Nori-exclusive

NT06014/, 999 Determination of
no native title or
extinguished in

art

Nori-exclusive

Non-exclusive

Comments
(Proposed
Resolution)

Consent
dejanninatiorullLUA
Consent
determination/ILUA
Consent determination
offshore areas

Consent determination
offshore areas

Ungated. Awaiting
Judgment.

Exclusive and
nori-exclusive

Consent determination

Intra-indigenous claim.
Court likely to dismiss.

Consent
determination/ILUA
Consent
determinatioMLUA (as
part of Town of
Adelaide River NTDAs
Not known



Claim Name

Pine Creek

Pine Creek No. 2

13. Lot 1848 Katherine

14.

Federal Court NatlvaTltlenot Nonexclusive
No. likely to belound determination of

toexl. t(orllkely native titlelikely
to be
ex, in ul. had

NT06015/1999 Extinguished in
part

15.

Lots 825 and 826 Borroloola

NTP 4410 Mary River West(Pine
Creek)

16 Lorella Downs

17.

NT060,9/1999

18

Spring Creek No. 2

Mary River

Wollogorang

Spring Creek NO I

19.

NT06001/2000

20

Extinguished in
part

NT060,4/2000 Extinguished in
art

NT06015/2000 Delerrninationof
no native title

AnACHMENTB
Aboriginal Land Division

Solicitorforthe Northern Territory
Department of the Attorney-General and Justlce

Predlcled extent of native title SFNT014/10999

Exb'riguished

NT06016/2000 Nodetermination
taler Notes 4 & 5
to table

NT06017/2000 Nodeterminatlon

NT06018/2000 Nodetemiination

NT06019/2000 Nodetermination

NT06020/2000 Nodetermination

Both exclu. Ive
and nori-

exclu, Ive
determination of
native title likel
Exclusive and
nori-exclusive

Comments
(ProPC. ed
RGBolulion)

Exclusive and
nonexclusive

Consent
determinationinLUA (as
part of Town of Pine
Creek matters
Consent
determinatioMLUA (as
part of Town of Pine
Creek matters
Consent
determinationnLUA (as
part of Town of
hatherine NTDAs
Consent
determinerichilLUA
Consent
detaininatioMLUA (as
part of Town of Pine
Creek matters

Pastoral Polygon to be
discontinuedamended

Pastoral Polygon to be
discontinued/amended.

Pastoral Polygon to be
discontinuedamended.

Pastoral Polygon to be
discontinuedamended.
Pastoral Polygon to be
discontinuedamended.

Exclusive and
non-exclusive



Claim Name

21.

22.

loana No. I

Town of Weddell

23.

24.

Roper Valley

Lot 176(A) Adelaide River

25.

Federal Court Native fluonot Nonexclu. Ive
No. likely to be found determination of

toexl. t(orllkely native titlelikely
to be
extln uished

NT06023/2000 Nodalormlnation

26.

Mt Ringwood

Billengarrah

MeAimur River

Mount Keppler

Old Mount Bundey

Mallapunyah North

Calvert Hills

27.

28

NT06025/2000 Determination of
no native title or
extinguished In
art

NT06026/2000 Nodelermination

29.

30.

31.

NT06027/2000

32.

33.

BankaBanka

NT06029/2000 Nodetermination

ATTACHMENTB
Aboriginal Land Division

Solicitor forthe Northern Territory
Department of the AttorneyGeneralandJustice

Mary River West

Predicted extent of native title SFNT014/Logs9

NT06030/2000 NodalBinination

NT0603, /2000 Nodeterminailon

NT06032/2000 Nodetermination

Both axelueive
and nori-
exclu. ive
determination of
native title likel

NT0603ar2000 Nodalamination

NT06003/2001 Nodetermination

NT06004/2001 Nodeterrnlnafion

NT06005/2001 Nodetermination

NT06006/2001 Nodalarmination

Comments
(Proposed
Resolution)

Exclusive and
non-exclusive

Pastoral Polygon to be
discontinuedamended.
Not known

Pastoral Polygon to be
discontinuedamended.
Consent
determinatioMLUA (as
part ofTown of
Adelalde River NTDAs
Pastoral Polygon to be
discontinuedamended.

Pastoml Polygon to be
discontinuedamended.

Pastoral Polygon to be
discontinuedamended

Pastoral Polygon to be
discontinuedamended

Pastoml Polygon to be
discontinuedamended.

Pastoral Polygon to be
discontinuedamended.

Pastoral Polygon to be
discontinuedamended.

Pastoral Polygon to be
discontinuedamended.
Pastoral Polygon to be
discontinuedamended



Claim Name

34.

35

ripperary North

Bonaparte Gulf

Mountain Valley

Mt Drummond

36

37.

38.

39.

Unpunga#2

Goondooloo - MDroak

40.

NonexclusiveFederal Court Native Titlenot
likely lobefound determination ofNo.
toexist(orlilcly native titlelllcly
to be
exlin ui. hed

NT06007/2001 Nodetermination

41.

Town of Lainmah

42.

Bonrook

43

Chatterhoochee

NT06009/2001 Nodetermination

44.

Calvert Hills No. 2

NT06011/2001 Nodetermination

45

Ban Ban Springs

Douglas North

Klana Calvert

NT06012/2001 Nodalgrininatlon

46.

NT06013!2001 Nodeterminalion

47.

NT06014/2001 Nodeterminalion

48.

Fish River

NT06016!2001 Extinguished in
art

NT06018!2001 Nodetennination

AnACH ENTB
Aboriginal Land Division

Solicitor forthe Northern Territory
Department of the Attorney-General and Justice

Humbert-VRD

Predicted extent of native tltle SFNTD, .41L0999

NT06019/2001 Nodeterminalion

NT06020/2001 Nodetermination

Both exclusive
and non-
exeluaive
determination of
native title likel

NT06021/20th Nodetermination

NT06023/2001 Nodetermination

NT06024/2001 Nodetermination

NT06028!2001 Nodetermination

Comments

(Proposed
Resolution)

NT06029/2001 Nodetermination

Pastoral Polygon to be
discontinuedamended.

Pastoral Polygon to be
discontinuedamended
Pastoral Polygon to be
discontinuedamended
Pastoral Polygon to be
discontinuedamended.

Pastoral Polygon to be
discontinuedamended.

Pastoral Polygon to be
discontinuedamended
Consent
determinationnLUA

Pastoral Polygon to be
discontinuedamended.

Pastoral Polygon to be
discontinuedamended
Pastoral Polygon to be
discontinuedamended
Pastoral Polygon to be
discontinuedamended.
Pastoral Polygon 10 be
discontinuedamended.

Pastoral Polygon to be
discontinuedamended.

Pastoral Polygon to be
discontinuedamended

Pastoral Polygon 10 be
discontinuedamended.

Exclusive and
non-exclusive

o



Claim Name

49.

50

Dalmore Downs

51.

Brunchilly

North Calvert Hills

52

53.

Tandyidgee/POWelVHelen Springs

POWellCreek

54.

55

Federal Court Native Titlenot Nonexcluaive
likely lobefound determination ofNo.

toexlst(orllkely native title likely
to be
extin uiahed

NT06030/2001 Nodelermination

CresswelVBenmara

Halen Springs

Adelaide River, Lot 16056

57

58.

West Mathison

Spring Creek No. 4

Spring Creek No. a

Town of Batchelor

NT06031/2001 Nodetermination

59.

NT06032/2001 Nodetermination

60.

NT06036/2001 Nodalerminalion

NT0603B1200, Nodalamination

61.

NT06039/2001 NodalGrinlnation

62.

Pungalina

Lower Rawolds Channel Point

NT06040/2001 Nodetemiination

ATTACHMENTB
Aboriginal Land Division

Solicitorforthe Northern Terntory
Department of the AttorneyGeneraland Justice

Predided extentofnatlvetMeSFNTDL4/,. 0999

NT06045/2001

NT06049/2001 Nodalgrinination

NT0605t/2001 NodalBinination

Both exclusive
and nori.
exclu. iv.
d. termination of
native title Incl

NT06052/2001 Nodetermination

NT06057/2001 Negotiated
outcome. No
determination of
native title

NT06058/2001 Nodetermination

Comments
(Proposed
Resolution)

NT06060/2001 Nodetermination

Pastoral Polygon to be
discontinuedamended.
Pastoml Polygon to be
discontinuedamended.

Pastoral Polygon to be
discontinuedamended.

Pastoral Polygon to be
discontinuedamended

Pastoral Polygon to be
discontinuedamended.

Pastoral Polygon to be
discontinuedamended.

Pastoral Polygon to be
discontinuedamended.
Consent
determination/ILUA
Pastoral Polygon to be
discontinuedamended

Pastoral Polygon to be
discontinuedamended.
Pastoral Polygon to be
discontinuedamended.
ILUA

Exclusive and
nori-exclusive

Pastoral Polygon to be
discontinuedamended.
Pastoral Polygon to be
discontinuedamended.



Claim Name

63.

64.

Roper Valley North

Moundn ValleyMalnoru

Chatterhonehee-Mt MeMirin65.

66

67

Big River Urapunga

Goondooloo MDroak 2

68.

69.

Federal Court Native Titlenot
No. likely to be found

to exist (or likely
to be
exlin ui. had

NT0606212001 Nodalermlnation

Wongalara

Klana West

70.

71.

Sandover River

72.

MallapunyatulCresswell

Dalmore Downs South

NT06063!2001 Nodetermlnation

73.

NT06064/2001 Nodetermination

74.

Welltree

NT06065/2001 Nodetermlnation

75.

76.

Town of Adelaide River

NT06066/2001 Nodetermination

Dry River

Wineroo Delamere

Wollogorang South

NT06067/2001 Nodalermination

77.

Nonexclusive

determination of
native title likely

ATTACHMENTB
Aboriginal Land Division

Solicitorfor the Northern Territory
Department of the AttorneyGeneralandJustice

NT06068/2001 Nodetermination

Predicted extent of native title SFNT014/10999

NT06069/2001

NT06001/2002 Nodalermination

NT06003!2002 Nodalerrninalion

Both exclusive

and nori-
exclusive
determination of
native title likel

NT06004/2002 Nodalamination

NT06005/2002 Extinguished in
art

NT06009/2002 Nodalermination

NT06011/2002 NodalGrinination

Comments
(Proposed
Resolution)

NT060,2/2002 Nodalermination

Pastoral Polygon 10 be
discontinuedamended.

Pastoral Polygon to be
discontinuedamended.

Pastoral Polygon to be
discontinuedamended.

Pastoral Polygon to be
discontinuedamended.

Pastoral Polygon to be
discontinuedamended.

Pastoral Polygon 10 be
discontinuedamended.

Pastoral Polygon to be
discontinuedamended
Consent
determinationALUA
Pastoral Polygon to be
discontinuedamended.

Pastoral Palygon to be
discontinuedamended.
Pastoral polygon to be
discontinuedamended
Consent
determination"LUA

Pastoral Polygon to be
discontinuedamended

Pastoral Polygon to be
discontinuedamended.
Pastoral Polygon to be
discontinuedamended.

Exclusive and
nori-exclusive

Exclusive and
nori-exclusive



Claim Name

78.

79.

MCArlhur River No. 2

80.

Burramurra

81.

Pine Creek re (Town of Pin
Creek
Labelle Downs

82.

83.

Lorella-Nathan River

Town o1 Borroloola

Deepwater

Jindare

84.

FedemlCour, Native Titlenot Nonexclu. Ive
likely to bolound determination ofNo.

toexis, (orllkely native titlellkely
to be
extin uished

NT06015!2002 Nodalamination

85.

86.

87.

MeKinlay River

Edith River

NT06016!2002 Nodalamination

NT06020/2002 Exllnguishedin
art

NT06029/2002 Nodalgrinination

88.

89.

WestBan Ban#2

Town of Batchelor No. 2

NT0603t/2002 Nodetermination

NT0600ar2003 Extinguished in
art

NT06006/2003 Nodalormination

90. Labelle Downs/ Lower Reynolds-
Channel Point No. 2

ATTACHMENTB
Aboriginal Land Divlsion

Solicitor forthe Northern Territory
Department of the AttorneyGeneraland Justice

Predicted antentof natlvetitleSF"TDMA0999

NT09/2004

NT021/2004

NT020/2004

Both exclusive
and nori-
exclusive
datermlnallon of
native title likel

NT024/2004

No determination

NT02t/2005

No delemiination

Pastoral Polygon to be
discontinuedamended.

Pastoral Polygon to be
discontinuedamended.

Non-exclusive and Consent
exclusive determinatiorullLUA

Pastoral Polygon 10 be
discontinuedamended.

Pastoral Polygon to be
discontinuedamended.
Consent
determinationALUA

Pastoral Polygon to be
discontinuedamended

Pastoral Polygon to be
discontinuedamended.

Pastoral Polygon to be
dlscontinued/amended.

Pastoral Polygon to be
discontinuedamended
Pastoral Polygon to be
discontinuedamended.
ILUA

Nodetermination

NT022/2005

No determination

Comments
(proposed
ResolutionI

Negotiated
outcome. No
determination of
native title.
No determination

Exclusive and
nori-exclusive

Pastoral Polygon to be
discontinuedamended.



Claim Name

91. Bunoe No. 2

92

93.

Litchield National Park

94

Wentree No. 2

95.

Wagait #I

Wagait #2

ripperary (1<AMU)

Aileron

96.

Federal Court Native Titlenot Nonexclusive
No. likely lobefound determination of

toexiet(orlikely native titlellkely
to be

exlin uiehed
Determination that Nori-exclusive
no native title
exists.
No determination

97

98.

99.

NT023!2005

Boneloola Region #2 (Coastal)

Stirling I Neutral Juristion

Timber Creek Township
(Compensation application)

100

NT024/2005

NT025!2005

101. GilnockiePastoralLease

NT030/2005

NT031/2005

MrDB/2007

102. HeianS rin spastoralLease

AnACHMENTB
Aboriginal Land Division

Solicitorforthe Northern Territory
Department of the Attorney-General and Justice

Nodelerminaiion

NT020/2007

Predlded errent of native title SFNTDL4/10999

Nodalgrininalion

NT05/2009

No delemiination

NTD, 7120/1

No determination

NT018/2011

Both exclusive
and nori-
exclusive
determination of
native title likel

No determination

NT021/2011

Exllnguished in
part

Comments
(ProPCaed
Resolution)

Nori-exclusive

NT032/2011

Intra-indigenous
dispute. Court likely to
dismiss.

Pastoral Polygon to be
discontinuedamended.

Pastoral Polygon to be
discontinuedamended.

Pastoral Palygon to be
discontinuedamended.
Pastoral Palygon to be
discontinuedamended.

Pastoral Polygon to be
discontinuedamended
Consent determination
with Mr08/20.4

Pastoral Polygon to be
discontinued/amended
Consent
detaininatiorVILUA
Ungated
determination.
Compensation
application current

roceedin s
Consent determinationNori-exclusive

(refer note 5 to
table for items 101
to 104. 107. 111 to
121

Nonexclusive

Exclusive and
nori-exclusive
Exclusive and
nori-exclusive

areas recognised
in 2007
determination

Consent determination.



Claim Name

103. Bano Pastoral Lease
104. BankaBankaPastoralLease
105. TownofLarrlmah

106. Howard Sphngs Forestry Reserve
(Nori-claimant application)

107. POWellCreek Pastoral Lease
108. Section 2934Hundredof

Shangways
Noriclaimanta lieation

109. Bush Park
110. NameitoomaPastoralLease

Federal Court Native Titlenot Nonexclusive
No. likely to halound determinatlon of

toexla. (orllkely native titlelikely
to be
exlin uish. d

111. NutsoodDowns Pastoral Lease
1/2. HDd son River Pastoral Lease
113. Pun alln a Pastoral Lease
1/4. LorellaPastoralLease
1/5. Wollo oran Pastoral Lease
116. MtDenison Pastoral Lease
117. Marian o0raPasloralLease
118. GreenbankPastoralLease
1/9. Seven Emu Pastoral Lease
120. S rin CreekPastoralLease
121. KlanaPasloralLease
122. AileronPPL

NT04512011
NT048/2011
Nr049/2011

NT050/2011

NT052/2011
NT028/2012

Notes to Table

Extinguished in
art

Determination that
no native title
exists

NT038!2012
NT06/2013

An'ACHMENTB
Aboriginal Land DMsion

Solicitorforthe Northern Territory
Department of the AttorneyGeneralandJustice

Predicted extent of natlve title SFNTDL4/Log99

NT020/2013
NT02, /2013
NT023/2013
NT024/2013
NT025/2013
NT027/2013
NT030/2013

NT03, /2013
NT032/2013
NT033!2013
NTDgy2014
NT08/2014

Determination that
no native title
exists

Nori-exclusive
Nonexclusive

Both exclusive
and nori-
exclusive
determination of
native title 11kel

Nori-exclusive

Exclusive and
non-exclusive

Non-exclusive

Comments
(ProPCaad
Resolution)

Nonexclusive
Nori-exclusive
Nori-excluslve
Nori-exclusive
Nori-exclusive
Nori-exclusive
Nori-exclusive
Non-exclusive
Nonexclusive
Nonexcluslve
Nonexcluslve
Nori-exclusive

Consent determination.
Consent determination
Consent
determination/ILUA
Nori-claimant
application

Exclusive and
nori-exclusive

Consent determination
Nori-claimant
application

Consentdeiermination

Consentdetermination
Consent determination
Consent determination
Consent determination
Consent delenmination
Consent determination
Consent determination

Consent determination
Consent determination
Consent determination
Consent determination
Consent determination



I. The majorhy o1 NTDAs filed in the Northern Terntory are over pastoral lease areas in the Northern region of the Northern Territory and are anticipated
to be resolved by consent.

2. There are 223 pastoral leases In the Northern Territory 135.5 pastoral leases are in the Northern Land Council(NLC) region and 87.5 pastoral
leases are within the Central Land Council(CLC)region. Victoria River Downs pastoral lease traverses both the NLC and CLC regions.

3. In the melonty of cases. determinations of NTDAs overthe pastoral estate recognise non. exclusive native tide rights and interests (subject to areas
where native title has been wholly exiinguished by historlc grants oftenure and by public works)

4. A feature @1the large number of existing NTDAs filed in the NLC region are claims filed in response to a section 29 NTA notice. collectively Identilied
as 'polygon claims. ' These claims comprise the majority of NTDAs in the above table. These NTDAs mirrorthe boundarles of the proposed mining
tenure. This is to be differentiated from claims filed in the CLC region which. generally. claim the whole of one pastoral lease.

5. The polygon claims do riot ever proceed to detainination;rather. since approximately 2010 the NLC has filed new whole-of-pastoral-lease claims that
overlap, to some extent (or in whole) with the underlying polygon claims. The whole-of-pastoral-lease NTDAs are the claims that proceed to
determination. The underlying polygon claims are either discontinued or amended to the axlent o11he overlap jinmedlately prior 10 the Applicantfiling
a minute of proposed order for the determination of native title overthe relevant whole pastoral lease area. Currently. as can be seen from the table.
a number of new whole-of-pastoral-lease NTDAs were filed in late 2013/8arly 20.4. These claims necessitate the amendment or discontinuance o1,
approximately, five underlying polygon clams listed in the toble. The total number of MrDAs in the Northern Territory table must be understood in this
context that is. over time, with the amendmenVdiscontinuance of underlying polygons and the filing of new whole. of. pastoral lease claims, the total
number of NTDAs in the Northern Territory will either remain steady. decrease orincrease

6. In the CLC region there are extensive pastoral lease areas that are nat subject to a claim and have not been the subjeci of a determination. It Is
anticipated that new NTDAs will be lodged in the coining years, thus adding to the total number of NTDAs filed In the Northern Terntory. As stated
above. with few exceptions, determinations of these claims will recognise nori-exclusive native line rights and interests.

7. In relation to NTDAs affecting remote towns in the Northern Territory. it is anticipated that these claims will also be resolved by consent with/without a
contemporaneously negotiated ILUA. as the circumstances require. The Territory is currently considering its policy position with respect to the
resolution attown claims. As a general proposition. determinations in reinoto town areas may recognise areas where exclusive native title exists.

8. With respectto NTDAs to offshore areas. the Northern Terntory has indicated support for the recognition of nonexclusive native title rights and
interests

9. While riot represented in the Table, there are a number of delemiined pastoral estate claims that the FCA lists for mention in the regular
00/10ver of Northern region matters and which relate to nori-compliance by the natlve title holders to establish a prescrlbed body

ATTACHMENTB
Aboriginal Land Division

Solicitorforthe Northern Territory
Department of the AttorneyGeneralandJustice

Predicted extent of natlve title SFNT014/10999



ATrACHMENTB
Aboriginal Land Division

Solicitorforthe Northern Terntory
Department of the AttorneyGeneralandJustice

corporate. Approximately 20 Prescribed Bodies Corporate have been established following pastoral estate determinations. Whereas
the practice in the CLC region has been to establish PBCs as allhe date of determination, this has riot been the pradice in the NLC
region where limited development occurs on pastoral land in the Terntory save for mining or petroleum adjvity. However, in response
to increasing pressure from the Federal Court, in early 2013 the NLC established the Top End (Default PBC/CLA) Aborlginal
Corporation. The Directors of the Top End Default PBC are members of the executive of the NLC. The Top End Default PBC has been
nominated as the PBC for approximately 8 pastoral lease determinations in the Victoria River region of the Territory and negotiations for
consentfor nomination are ongoing.

Predlcted extent of natlvetitle SFNr014/10999



The Northern Territory'e Minimum Connec, ion Material RequirementsforConsent Determinations 6 May 2009
Failure to meet all of these requirements in a paincular case will not preclude the Territorys agreement to a consent determination of native title where it can be
shown to the Territorys satisfaction that a particular requirement is riot. because of some special feature described in the connection report. applicable or
appropriate to that particular case.

A Mapshowing:
. Claimarea
. Pastoral lease/town boundaries

. To the extentthatthey are relevant, antual, indicative orapproximate
boundaries of applicant estate groups within (whether in part or in whole)
the claim area,

. To the exlentthatthey are relevant, antual, indicative or approximate
boundaries of neighbouring non-applicant estate groups oulside the
claim area

B Tribal and/or linguistic affiliations of the applicant groupjsl, to the normative society to which the applicant grouptSI belong (where no
o1heiwise identified in the native titledetermination lieation

C Genealogies (updated where necessary) forthe core set of applicants in every estate group (patrifiliates and mathfiliates who stillretai
ri hts and interests in the am-clan estate

D Names andor criteria of membershlplldentlflcatlon of native title holders (the holders Qinghts. including trustees for any estates wher
succession arises

E Connection Reporttoaddressthefollowingmatters: 6. Lawofinheritanceand ownershipofland
I. Near neighbourrecognition of Applicant groups' estate boundaries 7. History offirstcontad
2. Issues of successionornearsuccession(by referencetotherelevant 8. Historical ethnography(asavailable)

genealogies) 9. History of continuousassociation with country
3. Any instances of removals from country (i. e. breaks in association under claim

with country) to. Continuity of observance of laws and customs
4. Previous claims (whether ALRA or native title) to land in the vicinity of It. In the Group4 Pastoral Estate Matters. where

the Claim Area (including any relevant evidence and/orfindings from relevant, a history of Aboriginal employment
those cases) and residence on the station established on

5. Representative biographies (including where possible date of birth, each pastoral lease
date of death and place of currentresidence) of leading Applicants 12. The native title rights and interests claimed and
providing evidence of knowledge of country, accounts of continuity of their relationship to traditional laws and customs.
connection to country and attesting to the nature of traditions
acknowled edandcustomsobservedb A Iicant rou

F Witness Statements Of required) of a representative core set of applicants providing evidence of contemporary exercise of claim native title
ri hts and interests
SI natureofAnthr0 o10 isVB and DateG

20040859222734R4

. Location of relevant dreaming tracks which pass
through country, including the claim area

. Any handover points along the relevant dreaming track

. Location of relevant sacred sites within the claim area
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Chapter5- Traditional LawsandCustoms

Proposal5-I

The definition of native title in s 223 of the Native Title Act should be amended to

make clear that traditional laws and customs may adapt, evolve or otherwise
develop.

Proposal5-2

The definition of native title in s 223 of the Native Title Act should be amended to

make clear that ri^Jhts and interests may be possessed under traditional laws and
customs where they have been transmitted between groups in accordance with
traditional/aws and customs.

Attachment B

Proposal5-3

The defimtion of native title in s 223 of the Native Title Act should be amended to

make clearthatitis not necessary to establish that

(a) acknowledgment and observance of laws and customs has continued
substantially uninterrupted since sovere^7nty; and

(b) laws and customs have been acknowledged and observed by each
generation since sovereig^nty.

Proposal5^

The defimtion of native title in s 223 of the Native Title Act should be amended to

make clear that it is not necessary to establish that a society united in and by its
acknowledgment and observance of traditional/aws and customs has continued in
existence since priorto the assertion of sovereignty.
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Chapter 7- The Transmission of Aboriginal and Torres Straitlslander Culture

Proposal7-I

The definitibn of native title in s 223(I)(a) of the Native Title Act should be amende
to remove the word 'traditional'.

The proposed re-wording, removing traditional, would provide that:

The expression native title or native title rights and interests means the communal,
group or individual rights and interests of Abor^Jinal peoples or Torres Strai
Islanders in relation to landor waters, where:

Attachment C

(a) the r^7hts and interests are possessed under the laws acknowledged, and
the customs observed, by the Aboriginal peoples or Torres Strait
Islanders; and
the Aboriginal peoples or Torres Strait Islanders, by those laws and
customs, have a connection with the land or waters; and
the ri^jhts andinterests are recognised by the common lawofAustra/Ia.

(b)

(0)

Question 7-I

Should a derih^^ion related to native title claim group identification and composition
be included in the Native Title Act?

Proposal7-2

The definition of native title in s 223 of the Native Title Act should be further

amended to provide that:

The expression native title or native title rj^Ihts and interests means the communal
group or individual rights and interests of Aboriginal peoples or Torres Strai
Islanders in relatibn to land or waters, where:

(a) the rj^jhts andinterests are possessed under the laws acknowledged, and
the customs observed, by the Abor^71nal peoples or Torres Strait
Islanders; and
the Aboriginal peoples or Torres Strait Islanders, by those laws and
customs, have a relationsh^7 with country that is expressed by their
presentconnection with the landorwaters; and
the r^jhts and interests are recogm^ed by the common law of Australia.

(b)

(0)

Question 7-2
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Should the Native Title Act be amended to provide that revitalisation of law and
custom may be considered in establishing whether 14boriginalpeoples and Torres
Strait/slanders, by those laws andoustoms, have a connection with landand waters'
unders223(orb)?

Question 7-3

Should the reasons for any displacement of Aborig^Ina/ peoples or Torres Strait
Islanders be considered in the assessment of whether ^bor^Ina/peoples or Torres
Straitlslanders, by those laws and customs, have a connection with the land or
waters'unders223(I)(by?

Question 7~I

Ifthe reasons for any displacement of Aboriginal peoples or Torres Straitlslanders
are to be considered in the assessment of whether 14boriginal peoples or Torres
Straitlslanders, by those laws and customs, have a connection with the land or
waters' unders 223(I)(b), whatshou/dbe theirrelevance to a decision as to whether
such connection has been maintained?

Question 7-5

Should the Native Title Act be amended to include a statement in the following
terms:

Unless it would not be in the interests of I'ustice to do so, in deterinjinhg whether
14bori;Jina/ peoples or Torres Straitlslanders, by those laws and customs, have a
connection with the landorwaters'unders 223(I)(b):

(a)

(b)

regard may be given to any reasons related to European settlement that
preceded any di^placement of Aboriginal peoples or Torres Strait
Islanders from the traditional/and or waters of those people; and
undue weig^ht should not be given to historical circumstances adverse to
those Abori^Jina/peoples or Torres Straitls/anders.



Chapter8- The NatureandContentofNative Title

Proposal8-I

Section 223(2) of the Native Title Act should be repealed and substituted with a
provision that provides:

Without limiting subsection (1) but to avoid doubt, native title rights and
interests in that subsection:

(c) comprise rights in relation to anypurpose; and
(d) may include, but are not limited to, hunting, gathering, fishing,

commercial activities and trade.

Attachment D

Proposal8-2

The terms 'commercial activities' and 'trade' should not be defined in the Native Title
Act.

Question 8-I

Should the indicative listing in the revised s 223(2)(b), as set out in Proposal 8
include the protection or exercise of cultural knowledge?

Question 8-2

Should the indicative listing in the revised s 223(2)(b), as set out in Proposal 8-I,
include anything else?
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Chapter 70 -Authorisation

Proposal 10--I
Section 251B of the Native Title Actshould be amended to allow the claim group,
when authorising an application, to use a decision-making process agreed on and
adopted by the group.

Proposal 10-2
The Australian Government should consider amending s 251A of the Native Title Act
to similar effect.

Proposal 10-3
The Native Title Actshould be amended to clarify that the claim group may define
the scope of the authority of the applicant.

Attachment E

QuestIbn 70-I

Should the Native Title Actinclude a non-exhaustive list of ways in which the claim
group might define the scope of the authority of the applicant? For example:

(a) requiring the applicant to seek claim group approval before doing certain acts
(discontinuing a claim, changing legal representation, entering into an
agreement with a third party, appointing an agent);

(b) requiring the applicant to accountfor all monies received and to depositthem
in a specified account; and

(c) appointing an agent(other than the applicant)to negotiate agreements with
third parties.

Question 10-2

Whatremedy, if any, should the Native Title Actcontain, apart from replacement of
the applicant, for a breach of a condition of authorisation?

Proposal 10-4
The Native Title Actshould provide that, ifthe claim group limits the authority of the
applicant with regard to entering agreements with third parties, those limits must be
placed on a public register.

Proposal 70-5
The Native Title Actshould be amended to provide that the applicant may act by
majority, unless the terms of the authorisation provide otherwise.

Proposal 70-6
Section 66B of the Native Title Actshould provide that, where a member of the
applicantis no longer willing or able to act, the remaining members of the applicant
may continue to act without reauthorisation, unless the terms of the authorisation
provide otherwise. The person may be removed as a member of the applicant by
filing a notice with the court.
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Proposal 70-7
Section 66B of the Native Title Actshould provide that a person may be authorised
on the basis that, ifthat person becomes unwilling or unable to act, a designated
person may take their place. The designated person may take their place by filing a
notice with the court.
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